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Airport Board
learns landowner
OK'd beginning
of tree clearing
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Journey of 'Discovery'
Union City park official
addresses Chamber event

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A little more than five acres
of trees will be cleared just
southwest of a runway at KyleOakley Field.
That news was received by
the Murray-Calloway County
Airport Board during its meeting Tuesday. Board Chairman
Jim Fain told the board an
agreement was recently reached
with the landowner of the property that will allow for a clearcutting of that group of trees,
some 70 feet tall, along Leslie
Road.
"I believe this is going to
take care of a real problem for
many years to come," Fain said,
adding that Mother Nature took
care of another problem tree
nearby. "There was another one
on Peach Orchard Road, but it's
no longer there. Lightning
struck that one and handled that
for us."
All that remains is determining the cost to get rid of the
trees. Fain said an appraisal is
being sought to be followed by
determining a contractor to handle the job.
The airport is handling the
cost of that job on behalf of the
landowner.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Polly Brasher, education director for the Discovery Park of America,
speaks Tuesday at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber or Commerce's Business@Breakfast.

It was clear from Polly Bra.sher's presentation at the MurrayCalloway
County
Chamber
of
Commerce's
Business@Breakfast
Tuesday that Robert
Kirkland's legacy will
endure
with
the
Discovery Park of
America.
Brasher is the educaKirtland
tion director for the
Discovery Park of America, located in
Union City, Tennessee. The park opened
in 2013 and was founded by Robert
Kirkland, who died Saturday at the age of
77. According to the Associated Press, a
memorial service is scheduled for
Wednesday at Discovery Park, which
will be closed to the general public on
that day.
Kirkland was an entrepreneur and philanthropist and donated $100 million to
found the Discovery Park. In 1966, he
and cousin Carl Kirkland founded the
Kirkland's home decor stores, which
expanded into a chain of more than 300
locations in 35 states. The cousins also
founded CBK Ltd, which shipped gift and
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Board members approved the
Airport Capital Improvement
Plan for 2016-2020 Tuesday,
listing five items to account for
each year of the period.
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Jesus said, "If you hold to
my teaching, you are really
my disciples. Then you will
know the truth, and the truth
will set you tree."
John 8:31-32
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Hansen: MCTA will seek TIGER grant
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Blame Hansen is hoping for a repeat performance
when it comes to grant applications.
Coming off an ultra-successful result with a livability grant in 2011,now Hansen is going after a potentially larger accomplishment with what is known as a
Transportation Investment Generating Economic
Recovery grant. Hansen, the executive director of the
Murray Calloway Transit Authority, notified MCTA's
Board of Directors of his intentions during the board's
monthly meeting Tuesday.
"What I've heard from this is that you see what you
can do for more than $1 million. It's a big grant, as you
can tell from that description," Hansen said, crediting

City of Murray Mayor Jack Rose with notifying him of
the opportunity sometime last week.
"Actually (MCTA) already knew about it, but it was
nice for someone of his position to take time to let us
know that it was available, and that it was something he
felt was worth our time. That fact that it shows a sense
of cooperation is really a reassuring thing,[think."
Hansen said that in the short time he and other officials have had to contemplate what they would want to
develop from the grant, should MCTA be chosen to
receive it, some ideas have been discussed. However,
he said he wanted to keep those under wraps for now,
as the plan is developed to a more concrete form.
Hansen said the Fulton County Transit Authority has
also applied for the federal TIGER grant and is putting
the renovation of Fulton Amtrak train station at the top

of its wish list. He told the board he may be able to
divulge some ideas by the May meeting.
The livability grant in 2011 resulted in a large network of new sidewalks throughout the community,valued at $1.1 million.
Congress appropriated $600 million for TIGER funds
in 2014.
The board also unanimously chose to discontinue its
county route Tuesday due to lack of use. The board
launched this program a few months ago for residents
of outlying communities to board a bus in one of those
communities daily and ride into Murray before being
returned.
So far, that service just has not yielded the participa-

•See Page 5A

Eye foundation speaker
addresses Lions crowd
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By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer

from across Kenucky and their
5,000 members.
The foundation upholds the
The Lions Club in Murray Lions International mission by
took a moment to remember its supporting eye research, prohumanitarian mission to pre- viding free vision screenings
vent and cure blindness and operating an eye bank.
Tuesday at its meeting on Vine
Specifically, Owen listed
Street.
foundation programs, which
Kentucky
Lions
Eye include the University of
Foundation Executive Director Louisville Eye Bank, the surWenda Owen was a special gery
assistance
Patron
guest at Tuesday's meeting and Program, the Holloran Trust
she gave a short presentafion Fund, which aids the legally
outlining several of the accom- blind,the mobile screening unit
plishments the foundation has Vision Van and KidSight — a
acheived since its inception in program that utilizes vision
the state.
screening cameras from across
Owen said the foundation is the state to identify children
a supplement of the 200 Lions
Club chapter organizations
III See Page 5A

AUSTIN RAMSEY /Ledger & Times
Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation Executive Director Wenda Owen was a key speaker at
the
Murray Lions Club chapter meeting Tuesday night at the Murray Woman's Club clubhous
e
on Vine Street.

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: A chance of
showers, with thunderstorms
also possible after 1 pm. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 70
East wind 3 to 5 mph. Chance
of precipitation is 50 percent.
Wednesday Night: A 50
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Cloudy,
with a low around 59. East
wind 3 to 5 mph.
Thursday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 76. South southeast wind around 6 mph.
Thursday Night: A 30 percent chance of showers and

thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 59. Light
southeast wind.
Friday: A 40 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high near
73. Southeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Friday Night: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 60. Calm wind.
Saturday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 74.
Northeast wind 3 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 57.
Northeast wind around 6 mph.
Sunday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 72. East
wind around 6 mph becoming
light and vanable in the afternoon.
Sunday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low around
55. South southwest wind 3 to 6
mph.
Monday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 70. West
northwest wind 5 to 9 mph.

CASA event venue location changes
Staff Report
Due to unforeseen circumstances the 2015 Friends of CASA
Event venue has changed.
CASA by the Lakes invites the public to join the organization for
the annual fundraiser banquet, which has the theme this year of"A
World of Pure Imagination," on April 16 in the CFSB Center's
Murray Room.
The CFSB Center, home of Murray State Racer Basketball, is
located at 1401 State Route 121 North in Murray. Enter on the
lower level. Doors open at 6 p.m.

Daar Calloway Taxpayor:
According to expert Jim Waters of The Bluegrass Institute,
common core curriculum is now recognized as a dumbed-down minimalist approach,totally lacking in key academic areas like advanced math and teaches a crony capitalism
and third world socialism along with mis-information about
the founders of the Republic.
Come hear Dr. Winfield Rose of MSU present "Presidential
Government vs. Parliamentary: Pros and Cons" this coming Monday. April 20th at 6 p.m. at the Main St. Library,
Murray. According to Dan Walker, Program Chairman.
Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western
Kentucky.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
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At the top of the priority list
is snow-removal equipment,
which currently consists of the
same vehicle that handles mowing on the airport property.
During discussion, Airport
Manager Johnny Parker told
board members that grants are
available for this type of search.
However, Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
cautioned that when the time
comes, he would strongly recommend opening this up to
sealed bids, being that this probably would surpass a $20,000
procurement mark where bidding is usually a requirement.
Next on the list was paving
the surface around several
hangars as many large cracks
have formed in the asphalt.
"It is an issue when you start
backing up airplanes into those
hangars," Parker said. Other
including
items,
of
replacement/renovation
hangars, installation of a new
Omni-Directional
of
set
Approach Lights (ODALs) and
future land acquisition.
In addition, the board also
authorized Fain to examine the
prospects for replacing the current courtesy car at the airport.
A courtesy car is offered to
pilots and passengers of small
planes who need transportation

Photo provided

-Oakley Field. As is shown,
Red and black dots outline the flight path into the runway at Kyle
of Leslie Road (shown
south
trees
of
area
large
a
over
the right-most edge of this path goes
removed in order to
running left to right); 5.3 acres of these trees are now scheduled to be
allow for safer passage for aircraft.
to acquire food or supplies while
laying over at Kyle-Oakley.
The current courtesy car has
no air conditioning and the
speedometer is not registering.
A mini van of less than $10,000

Tennessee, who also communiis desired by the board.
cates with several other area aira
honored
Also, the board
to
request from the Fulton airport ports, brought the request the
that
$25,000
for
Tuesday
board
for assistance in paying for a
the
Murrayto
returned
be
will
Engineer
hangar project. Airport
Chad Smith of Nashville, Calloway entity next year.

MISD Board approves measures after weeks of wintry weather
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The Murray Independent School District
Board of Education formally approved a
pair of measures related to the current
school year, in the wake of schedules being
altered by wintry weather.
First, the board unanimously OK'd an
amended 2014-15 school calendar that will
have students attending their final classes on
May 22. Closing day for teachers will be
May 26.
MISD Director of Pupil Personnel Dr.
Tom Rendek said the district missed six
days total, and students will only have to
make up five, all in May. A teacher development day on May 19, also the day of the primary election in Kentucky. will account for
the sixth day.
"Things were not as messy as last year
(when MISD missed 10 days)," Rendek
said.
In addition,the board honored the request
of Murray High School to have its corn-

message, of hope.

mencement exercises at 2
p.m. May 24 inside Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray
State University campus.
MHS Principal Teresa
Speed said this date is
advantageous for two reasons.
"First, we have to use
the facility on the date we
can get it, but, second, we
Rogers
have many seniors who
will be participating in the state track and
field meet on the 23rd,so this will give them
the chance to fully concentrate on that,"
Speed said.
Speed also said that MHS' baccalaureate
ceremony is now set for 8 p.m. May 20 at
First Baptist Church.
Along with current-year matters, the
board also approved a pair of 2015-16
issues. One is the annual staffing request
from Superintendent Bob Rogers, where he
tells the board how many positions need to

be filled for the upcoming year. This will
include an assistant principal's job at
Murray Elementary School; Principal
Denise Whitaker requested an extra teacher
two years ago after a surge in enrollment.
Rogers said that enrollment has since
topped the 500 mark,qualifying MES for an
assistant principal.
Also for the upcoming school year, meal
prices will be increasing slightly.
Rogers said breakfast at all three MISD
campuses will go from $1 to $1.10, while
lunch at MES will increase from $1.65 to
$1.80.
Lunch at Murray Middle and MHS will
increasse from $1.75 to $1.90.
"From what (Food Services Director
April Adams) says, the hopes are these
prices would hold for two years," Rogers

Saturday
April 18th
I oway County-ifigh School

2110 College Farm Road, Murray; KY
For ALL men ages 15 and up.
.1 Starting at 5:30 pm with dinner, then
Facemask at 6:30 pm. Tickets $5.
Great food,fellowship and faith filled
encouragement for men!
We're building MEN,so MEN will build
their church... their families.., their
community.

1

gfr 11

Tickets Will Be Available
At The Door.
Or Cal: 270-293-2933
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If you thought banking was no picnic, then it's time
to open a Free Personal Checking Account or Free
Business Checking Account* at HERITAGE BANK and
get this FREE picnic caddy! Plus each HERITAGE BANK
location i packed with a variety of products and
services including loans with competitive rates. Call us today and
let your friends and neighbors at HERITAGE BANK provide the kind
of high quality products and amazing personal service that you can
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only expect from a hometown kind of bank.

HERITAGHEBANK
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Special to the Ledger
Perntanent endowments play a
critical role in the long-terth stability of our local non-profit organizations.
The Murray-Calloway County
Community Foundation is dedicated to ensuring the success and
growth of local 501(c)(3) organizations such as charities, churches,
cemeteries, our hospital, our
schools, including Murray State
University, and our county and city
agencies such as the parks and airPort.
How do endowments create an
ongoing income source?
A permanent endowment is a
pool o money that is carefully
invested to help ensure its growth
year after year. Endowments allow
multiple members of our community to combine their gifts and contributions to create a source of ongoing income for local non-profit
organizations. The MCCCF's
investment committee (through our
affiliation with the Community
Foundation of West Kentucky)
carefully invests endowment funds
so the funds continue to grow as a
reliable source of income non-profit organizations can continue to
count on, in perpetuity.
An established endowment also
sends the message that the organization is focused on long-term stability and financial viability, which
encourages future donors to contribute to the organization and/or its
endowment.
How do endowments reduce
pressure on non-profit organizations?
Our local non-profit organizations spend a great deal of time raising funds for day-to-day operations.
Organizations with endowments
know they have annual funding
they can count on;funding they can
allocate to program expansion,
operational expenses, organizational growth, etc.
How can I learn more about

••"•'...!

Sak4.

Sharing successes
Dear Dave,
My husband and 1 are 28
years old. We're completely
debt-free, and we each have
great jobs. We don't talk a lot
about this kind of stuff, because
we'vefound it causes other people to treat us differently. We
realize how incredibly blessed
we have been, so we always try
to give God the credit, save,
tithe and give regularly, and not
brag about these things. How
would you recommend handling
a situation like ours?
Amanda

Cowtmakicy
FOUNDATION
Article 25
existing endowments?
MCCCF has currently established
28 endowments for local non-profit
organizations. Over the next several weeks,our column in the Murray
Ledger & Times will feature each
of our non-profit endowments.
If you represent a local non-profit and would like to establish an
endowment for your organization,
please contact one of the MCCCF
board members (listed below).
How can I contribute to an
endowment of my choke?
MCCF has worked with numerous individuals, families, businesses, churches and other organizations to set-up new, public endowments. In fact, through December
2015, individuals and businesses
that establish or contribute to existing endowments will become
founders of MCCCF. To become a
founding member, individuals or
couples must only contribute $250
and businesses must contribute
$1,000. The contribution to become
a founding member can be contributed over a two-year period.
Please note that individuals and
businesses may make a contribution of any amount to an existing
endowment at any time. The minimum contribution amounts listed
above only pertain to individuals
and businesses interested in becoming Founding Members of the
MCCCF.
To learn more about MCCF and
how you can get involved, visit
mcccf.org or contact Harold Hurt,
President of MCCCF, at 270-7616880 or any of the following board
members: Linda Avery: 270-7530060, Tab Brockman: 270-7620325, Gary Brockway: 270-7530503, Matt Hale: 270-753-5411,
Sarah Jones: 270-227-8010, Brian
Overbey: 270-767-2000, Dick
Weaver: 270-753-2899.

Dear Amanda,
When you start to win with
money, build wealth and
achieve some of your goals, you
discover pretty quickly that
there's a very small group of
people you can celebrate with. It
sounds like you've discovered
this already.
A lot of times there are
friends, and even family members, you can't celebrate with
because it comes off as bragging
— even if you're just happy
you've reached a milestone. So,
you learn to keep lots of stuff
private and not even share the
good things. Still, if you have a
nice car or a beautiful home,
these things can indicate that
you're successful. Even if
they're a small percentage of
your financial world, it will
sometimes generate feelings of
jealousy or envy in other peo-

ple.
Jealousy is,"I want what you
have." Envy is, "I don't think I
can have what you do,so I don't
want you to have it either."
These are two really evil spirits,
and they're loose in our country
today like never before. Part of
the price of making smart decisions, and being wise with your
money, is that some people
don't understand when you win
and don't think it's fair.
But the truth is that you guys
have every right to enjoy the
fruits of your labor. You've
earned it. You're generous, giving people, and you take care of
your family so the rest of us
don't have to pay extra taxes to
take care of them far.you. That's
the truth about winning with
money. You guys are under no
obligation to explain your
income, net worth or the fact
that you're winning. And you're
not obligated to be ashamed of it
either!
—Dave
Pay it, but with caution
Dear Dave,
1 got a department store
credit card, using my real age at
the time, when! was 17.1 ran up
a debt of$150, and the balance
has grown to over $350. This
was 10 or 12 years ago, but a
debt collection agency started
calling again the other day
wanting the money. Hasn't the
statute of limitations run out by
now? What should! do?

Inmate found dead in Ky. prison
The ASSOCIATED PRESS
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Officials in Lexington say a 46-yearold jail inmate has died after being
found unresponsive in his cell.
The Fayette County coroner's
office says Steven W.Lieras was
found in his cell early Tuesday
at Fayette County Detention
Center and taken to the
University of Kentucky Medical
Center, where he was pronounced dead.
Preliminary autopsy results
indicate the death was due to
natural causes. The coroner's

office said Lieras was originally
from Louisville.
A news release from city
government said Lieras was
arrested at 1:19 a.m. EDT on
charges of alcohol intoxication
and failure to appear in court.
The release said he was found
unresponsive at about 4 a.m. and
that corrections officers tried to
resuscitate him as they called
emergency workers. He was
pronounced dead at 4:36 a.m.
Police are investigating, but
the city said it didn't appear the
death was suspicious.

Dave Says

Elizabeth

account is settled in full by this
amount, and don't give them
Dear Elizabeth,
electronic access to your money.
There is a statute of limita- When you get the settlement
tions, but there are a couple of offer in writing, keep a copy of
other things to consider, too. the letter and a copy of the
First, the debt is not collectible cashier's check you'll use as
because a minor alone cannot payment.
enter into a legally binding conPay it because you owe it,
tract in any state. The second Elizabeth. It's a moral issue.
thing is they can screw up your And hopefully' as a result you
credit report for a very long can get these kinds of people out
time, and it sounds like they're of your life for good!
in the process of doing that right
—Dave
now.
Here's my advice. Call them
*Dave Ramsey is America's
and explain that they are past trusted voice on money and
the statute of limitations, and business. He has authored five
that you are considering suing New York Timesbest-selling
them. After that, remind them books. The Dave Ramey Show
that you were a minor when is heard by more than 8.5 milsomeone approved you for the lion listeners each week on more
card, which means the store you than 550 radio stations. Dave's
signed up with can be sued as latest project, EveryDollar, prowell.
vides a free online budget tool.
However, since you did take Follow Dave on Twitter at
stuff from the store, offer them @DaveRamsev and on the web
the original $150 to settle the at daverainsey.com.
deal. Get it in writing that the

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will
hold a public hearing on Wednesday, April 22,
2015 at 4:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers of
City Hall located at 104 North 5th Street to review the following: A request for a Conditional
Use Permit to allow four non-related persons to
occupy the premises in an R-2 Zoning District
located at 1636 Farmer Ave - Zachary Calhoun.
If further information is needed, please contact
Murray Planning Department at 270-762-0300.
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BAPTIST HEALTH

Here's to knowing your cancel risk. Take a free online
assessment now at FindYourHealth.com/cancer.
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Dissecting the 2015 session
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Now that the b315 Session of the end-of-Life care.
Kentucky General Assembly has come These orders are
to a close, I vvould like to give you a considered to be
brief outline of some of the issues that physician's
were addressed during this 30-day ses- orders and are
."
r
sice. While I was not completely sat- signed by both
isfied at the end of session, overall the the patient or
E
Senate made great progress toward as patient's legal
the
and
surrogate
-.11
goal of enacting laws that will strength1111
4
en Kentucky families and create Ken- patient's physitucky jobs. Among the accomplishments cian.
Ignition
were issues that the Senate identified
- Legislative
at the start of session as "must pass" Interlock
133
Bill
Update
Senate
heroin
the
attacking
issues, including
By Stan
epidemic, telecommunications reform, expands the use
dating violence, and the expansion of of ignition interHumphries
locks for people
comprehensive stroke centers.
Kentucky
Heroin — In the Senate, one of caught driving
Senator
our major priorities has been to pass under the influlegislation stopping the scourge of hero- ence of alcohol.
in trafficking and abuse and to end It supplements hardship licenses — speheroin-related deaths that have affected cial licenses allowing people with susso many Kentucky families. I am pleased pended licenses to drive to work, school,
Senate Bill 142 was signed into law and doctor's appointments — with igniby Governor Beshear to combat the tion interlocks. The device is about the
heroin epidemic after three years of size of a mobile phone that is wired
hard work. The bill increases treatment into the ignition system of a vehicle,
for addicts and increases penalties for A motorist must breathe into the device
dealers hopefully sending a message in order to start their vehicle.
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that when it comes to heroin, Kentucky
allow the state gasoline tax — which
is closed for business.
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the call to address dating violence, eases in Kentucky, including cancer,
abuse, and stalking by creating a new diabetes, and cardiovascular disease. The
protective order by enacting House Bill legislation authorizes the issuance of
8. Under the new law victims can bonds to help build the research cenrequest protection from another individ- ter at the University of Kentucky. The
ual while previously only victims who UK will match the amount of bonding
were married to, had a child with, or in order to construct the new research
lived with their abuser could seek pro- building.
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Stroke Centers
"Fear and Trembling,""No one "Walden," a book his historiown Senate Bill 10 was signed into lic Accounts to indentify number of who was great in the world an father, Dr. Richard 0. as the universays, "Do any human beings
law to create new life-saving measures sexual assault examination kits in the
ever realize life while they live
will be forgotten, but every- Davies, had encouraged him sity is only
establishing certified stroke centers so possession of Kentucky law enforceyears
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Evelyn Key
Evelyn Key,95,of Livonia, Michigan,formerly of
New Concord,
Kentuqky, died Thursday, April 9, 2015 in Livonia.
She was born in New Concord on Nov. 3,
1919 to Vander
Williams and Ida Winscott Williams.
She was a homemaker and was of Baptist faith.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
William H. Key, who died in 2001; two sisters,
Fausteen Elkins and Magdalene Williams; and
three brothers, J.D. Williams, Carlton Williams
and Eulon Williams.
Mrs. Key is survived by a son,Charles R. Key of
New Concord; three grandchildren, Michelle.
Marsha and Jimmy; five great-grandchildren,
Key
Ellie, Ben,Gaby,Antonio and Lily; and two nieces
and one nephew.
Graveside services will be at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday,April 15,2015
at Murray Memorial Gardens with Clint Lester officiating
. Burial
will follow. Visitation will be Wednesday, April 15 from 11
a.m.
until 1 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Diane McMillen Johnson,50,of Mayfield, Kentucky,formerly of
Paducah, Kentucky, died at 2:55 p.m. Monday, April 13, 2015 at
Spring Creek Health Care, Murray, Kentucky.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
Gordon Kevin Johnson; her parents, Tollie Dell
McMillen Jr. and Donna Louise Ford McMillen.
Mrs. Johnson is survived by a brother, Patrick
Edward McMillen and wife Marie of Murray; a
niece, Danielle McMillen Linsin and husband Eric
"Iggi" of Benton; and a great-nice, Brantley
Brooke Linsen of Benton.
A graveside service will be Saturday, April 18,
2015 at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens at noon
Johnson
with Mike Hanover officiating. Visitation will be at
Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah on Friday,
April 17, 2015 from 5-8 p.m.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to McCracken County
Animal Shelter, c/o McCracken County Judge-Executive, 300
South Seventh Street, Paducah, KY 42003 or Murray-Calloway
County Hospice,803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.milnerandorr.com.
Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.
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home decor items to customers
around the world from a distribution center in Union City. the AP
reported.
By the late 1990s. Robert
Kirkland and his wife. Jenny. had
sold their business holdings and
began to concentrate on philanthropic efforts through the Robert
E. and Jenny D. Kirkland
Foundation. One of those projects
was the Discovery Park, the AP
reported.
Brasher said she was involved
with the Discovery Park before it
was built.
"I was privileged to be a part of
the vision team that Robert
Kirkland put together," Brasher
said. "Three men - Robert
Kirkland, Jack Hudgens. Larry
Mink - and myself, and we met
for a year sworn to secrecy. Robert
Kirkland said, 'If this never happens,I don't want anybody to know
I ever thought about it.'
"Well, we can talk about it all we
want now. It has happened. It has
happened in a big way. It is a gift to
the region. We are very, very thankful. We are beginning to see the ripple effect in that other businesses
are sprouting and some businesses
that were struggling are doing much
better, so we are very, very. glad to
be that positive impact in the community."
According to the Discovery
Park's website, the centerpiece of
the park is Discovery Center, a
100.000-square-foot
building
showcasing 10 exhibit galleries.
The galleries include Children's
Exploration,
Energy.
Enlightenment, Military', Native
Americans, Natural History.
Regional
History.,
Science/Space/Technology, and
Transportation. In addition, a
Special Exhibit Gallery features
traveling exhibits, the site says.
Brasher told the Murray audience
about some of the park's highlights,
which include a theater simulation
of the 1811-12 earthquakes that
shaped the land in this region as
well as a planetary tour in the starship theater; a 20,000-gallon aquarium revealing the underwater life of
Reelfoot Lake; a 60-foot replica of
a human body with a 30-foot slide;
dinosaurs, fossils, Native American
artifacts, military equipment, vintage automobiles and dozens more
hands-on experiences for children.
Discovery Park's 50-acre site also
includes a water feature that bisects
the site, flowing north to south; a
circa- I 800s gristmill. waterfalls
and bridges; Japanese. European
and American gardens; log cabins,
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Bob Strode
Bob Strode, 83, of Murray, Kentucky, died at 6:10 p.m. Friday.
April 10, 2015 at Baptist Health, Paducah, Kentucky.
He was born Jan. 27, 1932 in Fairview, Kentucky,to Otto Lex and
Mary Bell Adcock Strode.
He was a member of Little River Church of
Christ. He was a U.S. Air Force veteran during the
Korean War. He was a certified master mechanic
for Mercury inboard and outboard motors. He was
a member of the Kentucky Lake Bass Club,serving as president and
secretary and also the Poor Boy Bass Association, B.A.S.S. He
helped start the St. Jude Bass Tournament and the Special Olympics
Bass Tournament. Mr. Strode helped develop and worked with the
Fish and Wildlife Authorities in identifying aging deer in Land
Between the Lakes.
He was preceded in death by his parents; his first wife, Ruth Ann
Shaw Strode in 1999; his second wife, Robbie Naomi Strode in
2015; a daughter, Anita Gay Havener in 1989,and a brother, Otto L.
Strode, Jr.
Mr. Strode is survived by four sons, Robert L. Strode of Murray,
Kerry W.Strode and wife Gerrie of Murray; Karl G.Strode and wife
Julie- of Calvert City; Paul A. Strode and wife Melissa of Lebanon,
Indiana; three daughters, Annette Holden and husband Dwight of
Tempe, Arizona; Mary D. Black of New Concord and Cindy Lee
and husband David of Hardin; two stepdaughters, Ester Robbilois
Antis of Vacaville, California and Kathryn Mathis of Evansville,
Indiana; 10 grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were at 2 p.m. Tuesday, April 14, 2015 at
Maddux-Fuqua-Hinton Funeral Home with Josh Herndon officiating. Burial followed in Rosedale Cemetery. Visitation was held
Monday. April 13, 2015 at the funeral home.
Maddux-Fuqua-Hinton Funeral Home, Hopkinsville, was in
charge of arrangements.
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FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Evelyn Key,95
Graveside service at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 15, 2015 at
Murray Memorial Gardens.

•MCTA will seek...
From Front
tion that was anticipated.
However, the evening route
for MCTA continues to make
strong progress, and that has
created new opportunity. So,
with that success continuing,
board member Jeannie Mathis
felt it was the right time to make
a motion to have Hansen investigate the possibility of launching a new 7-10 p.m. route that
would closely follow the daily
Blue route that travels mainly
between
Murray
State
University and north-end businesses, such as Walmart and
Kroger. The motion was accepted unanimously.
Ridership continues to stay

ahead of 2014 figures. Latest
totals for March showed that
MCIA had 7,395 riders, compared to 6,947 in the same
month last year.
One last issue the mcrA discussed was an ongoing matter
concerning the discarding of a
vehicle no longer useful to the
agency. Hansen said the
Kentucky Public Transportation
Association was staying firm on
its order for MCTA to not
donate the bus to any agency,
other than another transit service.
He said, more than likely, the
vehicle will be sold at an auto
auction, although selling it on
eBay is still a possibility.

•Eye foundation...

MSU Regional Outreach
showcases grant projects

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray State University
Office of Regional Outreach
invited its advisory council
members Tuesday to learn more
about how the office used state
grant money in the last year.
Gina Winchester, executive
director of the Office of
Regional
Outreach,
said
Tuesday's event - called the
farm buildings and equipment, and 2014-2015 Project Showcase family items providing a glimpse was held to recognize the work
., •
into rural life in the 1800s; a 100- that had been done in'the region
year old church as well as a train with the money het,office disstation with a locomotive and vari- tributed last year. lh
, the
ous cars; and a salute to American's Office of Regional Outreach
independence including a replica of was created because of an initiative by the Kentucky Council on
the Liberty Bell, the site says.
Discovery Center also includes a Postsecondary Education, and
the office funds projects to supGrand Hall with space for meetings
port four main goals, including
and social events for groups of
educational attainment, job creapproximately 300 people, as well ation,
collaborative partnerships
as a Tower Room that accommo- and quality of life.
dates about 70 people, the site says.
The
Regional
Outreach
Brasher said the park will host Advisory Council includes 21
another summer concert series this members from all of MSU's 18year, which it also did last year.
county
service
region,
Brasher encouraged people to Winchester said. Those memhurry to the Discovery park because bers choose where to allocate
the traveling Titanic exhibit closes the available funds.
"We have granted out over
May 3. It will be in the ATA
Traveling Exhibit Hall and will be
open Tuesday through Sunday from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., the website said.
The breakfast's master of ceremonies, Robert Valentine, said he
and his wife had greatly enjoyed
visiting the park.
"It is filled with excitement and
adventure, and Discovery Park of
America is filled with a lot of education too," Valentine said. "It is
every teacher's dream. Just a little
bit of sugar makes the education go
1-800-RED CROSS
down."
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$100,000 in regional grant
funds this year through both
grants and sponsorships,"
Winchester said. "We've done
five major projects this year,
two federal grants and 15 sponsorships."
Remarks were made at the
Project Showcase by MSU
President Dr. Bob Davies and
Kevin O'Neill, chair of the
Regional Outreach Advisory
Council. The attendees were
also welcomed by Murray
Independent School District
Superintendent Bob Rogers.
The event was held in the auditorium in Murray Middle
School, which Winchester said
was a fitting location because
the first-ever MSU classes were
held in the building in the 1920s
when it was still Murray High
School. She noted that the projects that have been funded by
her office have centered around
K-12 education, which made the
setting for the event even more
appropriate.
The next round of grant funds
will become available in July,
Winchester said.
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From Front
with vision impairments and eye
conditions.
The seven Lions Club disricts in Kentucky helped almost
13,000 children in the state
under the age of 6 in about 350
eye exam sessions last year.
Additionally, Owen said, the
Patron and Holloran Trust funds
approved 52 applications.
The Vision Van has held 59
screening sessions that screened
10,874 Kentuckians with the
help of more than 100 volunteers. Those numbers may be

skewed slightly. Owen said,
because the SPOT cameras
chapters use to test childrens'
eyesight can,and often are, used
to test adults as well.
Owen said the foundation has
worked hard with UofL to operate research projects in conjuction with its eye bank, which
resulted in 364 cornea donors and
498 transplants lat year, she said.
"Without proper vision, all
aspects of an individual's life
are impacted," she said. "It
impacts their ability to enjoy the
amenities of life."
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Marilyn Kay Reece.
Her dedication to early child care
touched many children and families.

CALL 270.-759-8700
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During the week of The Young Child,
Creative Beginnings at MCCH Child Care
is having a remembrance of

Please join us and
bring with you pictures
and memories to share.
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The Murray NAMI (National Alliance on
Mental Illness) Family Support Group will meet
Thursday, April 16, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Educational Services building of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, on the corner of
Eighth and Elm streets. The support group is for
the family and friends of someone diagnosed
with a mental illness such as major depression,
schizophrenia, bi-polar disorder, obsessiveDatebook compulsive disorder, panic disorder, post-trauMartha
matic stress disorder and borderline personality
Finney Andrus, disorder. At each support group meeting, a sharCommunity
ing and support time lets attendees be heard in a
editor
safe, confidential and welcoming environment.
For more information,call 270- 748-6133.
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Relay Poker Run and bak
Run will be Saturday. April

lake 10-15 years off your
face in two minutes? Sounds too
good to be true, but it isn't.
This product goes on over your
wrinkles and fine lines,erases the
appearances of dark circles and
puffiness unck-fttbe eyes.
Put it on under your makeup
after cleansing and moisturizing
and watch the magic.
We are extremely pleased with
the results, you will be too! Come
in and try it for yourself, you'll
love it. The skin is awesome too.
New dresses for all occasions
are here as well as cute new tops.
We also have a large selection of
handbags and scarves.
We have a new style in yellow
box sandals, a gold/natural color
to work as a neutral.
The Corkys are so comfortable
and cute, come in to try a pair.
Liquid nickel bracelets have
arrived, you'll love the look.
Like and share us on Facehook
to be eligible for our giveaway.
Congratulations to Nancy
Whitmen who won the giveaway
this week.
Our spring sale continues.
New merchandise has been
added to the sale rack, lots of
great buys, also a 75% off rack.
Stay tuned to next week's fun
andfashion report...
VOTED MURRAY'S.
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2014

'The Sornethyng Far Evervone Store'
305 South 1211i • Murray. KY • 753-7441
www.dickelley.com

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
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Murray State alumnus Flowers joins
staff at Mercy Primary Care,Benton

es

Special to the Ledger
Lourdes and Mercy Medical Associates are
pleased to welcome Emily Flowers, Nurse
Practitioner (APRN) to the office of Mercy
Primary Care Benton at 83 Wellness Way Lane,
Suite 3 in Benton.
Flowers graduated from Murray State
University, Barnes Jewish College-Goldfarb
School of Nursing in St. Louis, Missouri and
Union University in Jackson, Tennessee. She is a
board certified Family Nurse Practitioner with the
American Nurses Credentialing Center.
She is joining the practice of Dr. Bradley
Albertson and Nurse Practitioners Kathryn Nikki
Jones and Jason Fiessinger. The new location
offers on-site radiology, laboratory services and a
state-of-the-art electronic medical record, which
provides MyChart for patients. MyChart is a free
online patient portal which allows patients to message their doctor, request prescription refills,
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obtain lab results online
and access their chart from
home, work or on the road.
To schedule an appointment,call 270-527-0045.
Mercy
Medical
Associates is a network of
primary care and specialty
physicians who deliver
comprehensive, compassionate care at 17 locations
throughout
Western
Kentucky. Affiliated with
Lourdes, its team of 95 Emily Flowers
physicians, nurse practi- Nurse practitioner
and
tioners, physician assis- MSU graduate
tants and staff provides
care through the use of advanced technology and
integrated care delivery systems for a one-of-akind experience.

AARP Safe Driving Class
will be May 6 in Murray
Special to the Ledger
An AARP Safe Driving Class
will be held at 12:30 p.m. May 6 at
the MCCH Center for Health and
Wellness.
Learn proven safety strategies to
maintain confidence behind the
wheel. Seniors 50 and older who
take the class are eligible for a discount on their auto insurance premium for up to 3 years - Kentucky
insurances must offer a discount to
all who complete the class.
Pre-registration is required and
the class size is limited. AARP
members may register at a discounted rate. Few more information on cost and age requirements
or to register, call 270-762-1348 or
come to the front desk at the
Center for Health and Wellness.

Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare's
Photo provided

PRIMARY CARE HELPS DINH'S MISSION: Murray
martial arts instructor Tung Dinh, left, is shown with Dr. Robert
Hughes, managing partner and co-founder of Primary Care
Medical Center, as Hughes presents Dinh with a $1,000 check
for the Military Warriors Support Foundation. The MWSF will
be the beneficiary of a sit-ups marathon Dinh and son
Christian are committed to performing later this month. The
Dinhs will combine on at least 58,282 sit-ups, the exact number of names currently on the wall of the National Vietnam
Veterans Memorial in Washington. The Dinhs wit perform
those sit-ups in Murray before performing several additional
sit-ups at the wall in Washington..
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GETTING READY FOR SATURDAY: ReMax realtors Pat
Cherry, left, and Tracy Williams are shown Tuesday with a
series of flags the agency is sponsoring for use in Saturday's
Murray Half Marathon. The flags shown will mark the mileage
numbers for runners Saturday, while others will provide guidance to various booths at the check-in site.

OPEN HOUSE
Sat., April 18• 3-5 pm
2258 Hal Dr., Murray

Gorgeous ONE LEVEL,
quality built in 2011 3 bedroom,2'72 bath,
brick/vinyl home in
Briarcrest Subdivision!
Open Floor plan,
2 more lots For Sale!

REALTORSR

COURSE ROUTE HIGHLIGHTED IN GOLD. DETOUR AND ALTERNATE ROUTES WILL BE AVAILABLE.

(270)519-9000

FOR MORE INFORMATION, OR TO REGISTER, CONTACT THE ENDOWMENT OFFICE AT
270.762.1908 OR 270.762.1800 OR VISIT WWW.RUNWALKMURRAY.ORG.

Jennifer Palmer
Realtor
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Racism a lingering problem among collegiate millennials
By KURBERLY HEF1ING
aid JESSIE J. HOLLAND
Associated Press
COLLEGE PARK, Md.(AP)
— Kayla Tarrant loves the
University of Maryland. But the
campus tour guide says a racist
email and photo attributed to her
schoolmates makes her reluctant
to encourage other black students to enroll "in a place where
you feel unsafe and no one cares
about you."
"We're literally begging people to tare about our issues,"
Tarrant said, with tears in her
eyes, to applause from about
100 students
—
blacks,
Hispanics, Asians and a few
whites — gathered to discuss
the racial climate at the predominantly white, 27,000-student
campus.
Conversations like the recent
one at Maryland's Nyumburu
Cultural Center are taking place
nationwide as racist incidents
continue to pop up at colleges
and universities, even though
students are becoming increasingly vocal in protesting racism
and administrators are taking

swift, zero-tolerance action
against it.
This week alone, Bucknell
University expelled three students for making racist comments during a March 20 campus radio broadcast. At Duke
University, a noose was found
hanging from a tree.
"I just want to say that if your
intent was to create fear, it will
have the opposite effect," said
Larry Macioce, vice president for
student affairs at Duke. Officials
have since accused a student in
the incident but have declined to
release the student's name or
race.
This is happening against a
backdrop of promise when it
comes to race relations, with
campuses enrolling record numbers of black and Hispanic millennials. The current college
generation — young people
who came of age under the
nation's first black president —
is said to have more accepting
racial attitudes, but putting an
end to racism among them has
proved elusive.
The Bucknell and Duke inci-

dents came days after spray painted swastikas and nooses
were found at dorms on the
State University of New York's
Purchase campus. A former
University of Mississippi student was indicted on federal
civil rights charges last week,
accused of tying a noose on the
statue of the university's first
black student and draping it with
an old Georgia state flag that
includes a Confederate battle
emblem.
Social media have stoked the
issue, with top administrators at
Kansas State, the University of
Northern
Iowa
and
the
University of Missouri urging
students to stop posting anonymous racist speech on apps.
The wide usage of sharable
video has also been a factor. In
February, students at the
University of Oklahoma were
caught on video singing a chant
that included references to
lynching and used a racial slur
to describe how the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity would
never accept black members.
"We had an epidemic of

Come join Soup for the Soul's
1sT FUNDRAISING PICNIC!
April 17, 2015 •6:00 PM
411 Maple St., Murray
No charge to come,just Make a donation and stay for our
amazing dessert auction, featuring Brad "Bones" Harris.
Menu will be hamburgers, hot dogs, and all the fixings.
We will be limited to 100folks,
so please RSVP to 270-293-3548.
Come by and you will receive a blessing.
Let's get this kitchen open!

Murray Le(

Gel

AP Photo /Jose Luis Magana
In this March 24, 2015 photo, University of Maryland students listen to speakers during a town
hall meeting about racism in universities and what can be done to stop it, at University of
Maryland in College Park, Md. Conversations like the one at Maryland's Nyumburu Cultural
Center are taking place nationwide as racist incidents continue to pop up.at colleges and universities, even though students are becoming increasingly vocal in protesting racism and
administrators are taking swift, zero-tolerance action against it.
racism all across our country'," Omololu Babatunde, a North for Education Statistics projects
University
of
Oklahoma Carolina senior.
such growth will continue.
President David Boren, who
The Pew Research Center
Benjamin Reese, president of
banned the fraternity from cam- work has found that millennials the National Association of
pus, said in a news conference. are more likely than older gener- Diversity Officers in Higher
"Ferguson, Missouri, might be ations to say society should Education, said efforts to put
the best-known case, but it's all make every possible effort to appropriate focus on the issue of
across our country every day, improve the position of blacks diversity has unintentionally
every week."
and other minorities. They are "diluted the focus on the unfinEven before the Oklahoma also more likely to support inter- ished business regarding race."
incident, a little more than half racial marriage and have friends
University
At
the
of
— 51 percent — of college and of other races. Such data also Maryland, a student resigned
university presidents in an shows divides. Little more than from Kappa Sigma fraternity
Inside Higher Ed poll conducted half of white and black millenni- this year after being suspended
this year by Gallup rated race als in one Pew survey said all, after a 2014 email containing
relations on college campuses as most or some of their friends are racially and sexually suggestive
"fair."
black or white, respectively.
language about black. Indian
Tasia Harris, a senior at the
And among millennials age and Asian women was made
University of North Carolina at 18-24, a 2012 Public Religion public. This followed an
Chapel Hill, said racially Research Institute/Georgetown lnstagram photo of a University
charged events in society are University poll found 56 percent of Maryland sorority member
"blatant reminders that this is of white millennials said the late last year with a birthday
something that continues to government has paid too much cake containing racially explicit
affect our lives." She is among attention to the problems of text.
students who are trying to get a minorities over the past few
University administrators say
plaque placed next to a decades. About a quarter of they are addressing students'
Confederate soldier statue on black respondents and 37 per- concerns and point to holding
her campus,explaining its histo- cent of Hispanics agreed.
open forums, creating a multiry.
In 1976, nearly 10 percent of cultural student advisory group
"White supremacy isn't just in students were African-American to advise the college president
Ferguson or isn't just in New and 4 percent were Hispanic. In and educating Greek members
York or isn't just Cleveland or 2013, nearly 15 percent were about topics such as "multiculwhere have you. It's also in black and nearly 16 percent tural competency."
these very privileged sites," said Hispanic. The National Center
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German Nobel laureate Guenter Grass dies at age 87
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By GEM PAOULSON
Associated Press
BERLIN (AP) — Guenter
Grass, the Nobel-winning
German writer who gave voice
to the generation that came of
age during the horrors of the
Nazi era but later ran into controversy over his own World
War 11 past and stance toward
Israel, has died. He was 87.
Matthias Wegener,spokesman
for the Steidl publishing house,
confirmed that Grass died
Monday morning in a Luebeck
hospital.
Grass was lauded by Germans
for helping to revive their culture in the aftermath of World
War II, and giving voice and
support to democratic discourse
in the postwar nation.
"His literary legacy will stand
next to that of Goethe," German
Culture
Minister
Monika
Gruetters said in a statement following the news of his death.
Yet Grass provoked the ire of
many in 2006 when he revealed
in his memoir "Skinning the
Onion" that, as a teenager, he
had served in the Waffen-SS,the
combat arm of Adolf Hitler's
notorious paramilitary organization.
In 2012,Grass also drew sharp
criticism at home and was
declared persona non grata by
Israel after publishing a prose
poem,"What Must Be Said," in
which he criticized what he
described as Western hypocrisy
over Israel's nuclear program
and labeled the country' a threat
to "already fragile world peace"
over its belligerent stance on
Iran.
A trained sculptor, Grass made
his literary reputation with "The
Tin Drum," published in 1959.1t
was followed by "Cat and
Mouse" and "Dog Years," which
made up what is called the
Danzig Trilogy — after the town
of his birth, now the Polish city
of Gdansk.
Combining naturalistic detail
with fantastical images, the trilogy captured the German reaction to the rise of Nazism, the
horrors of the war and the guilt
that lingered after Adolf Hitler's
defeat.
The book follows the life of a
young boy in Danzig who is
caught up in the political whirlwind of the Nazi rise to power
and, in response, decides not to
grow up. His toy drum becomes
a symbol of this refusal.
The books return again and
again to Danzig, where Grass
was born on Oct. 16, 1927, the
son of a grocer.

NEW YORK(AP) — For Josh
Groban, the second time will be
the charm at the Kentucky
Derby.
multiplatinum-selling
The
Groban has been selected to sing
the national anthem at the annual thoroughbred race, to be held

AP Photo /Jens Meyer

The Oct. 15, 2009 file photo shows German writer and Nobel
price laureate for literature Guenter Grass during an interview
with journalists of the Associated Press in the library of Steidl
publishers in Goettingen, Germany. Nobel laureate Grass
has died his publishing house confirmed Monday, April 13,
2015. He was 87.
In the trilogy, Grass drew partly on his own experience of military service and his captivity as
a prisoner of war held by the
Americans until 1946.
"The Tin Drum" became an
overnight success — a fact that
Grass told The Associated Press
in 2009 surprised him. Asked to
reflect why the book became so
popular, he noted that it tackles
one of the most daunting periods
of German history' by focusing
on the minutiae in the lives of
ordinary people.
Then he quipped: "Perhaps
because it's a good book."
Three decades after its release,
in 1999, the Swedish Academy
honored Grass with the Nobel
Prize for literature, praising him
for setting out to revive German
literature after the Nazi era.
With "The Tin Drum." the
Nobel Academy said. "it was as
if German literature had been
granted a new beginning after
decades of linguistic and moral
destruction."
"His writing had a great political significance, especially in
the renaissance of Germany
after the World War," 1991
Nobel
laureate
Nadine
Gordimer told The Associated
Press in 1999. "He never failed
to confront Germans with what

May 2 at the Churchill Downs
racetrack
in
Louisville,
Kentucky. It is an upgrade for
Groban; the last time he attended the event, he was a spectator.
The classically inspired crooner will become the seventh person to sing the national anthem

they did."
Grass untiringly warned his
compatriots to remain vigilant
against racism.
He was widely admired by his
literary contemporaries but also
controversial for his outspoken
political stands, including his
strong stance against German
reunification after the fall of the
Berlin Wall in 1989.
He never shed his fear that
Germany could again stray into
the dangerous ways that led to
the terror that became World
War II.
"It can't be that my children
and grandchildren will have to
suffer under the stigma of being
German," he said after winning
the Nobel Prize. "But these lateborn children also have a share
of the responsibility for ensuring
that such things — even their
stirrings — never happen in
Germany again."
"His novels,stories and poems
reflect the great hopes and mistakes, the fears and desires of
entire
generations,"
said
German President Joachim
Gauck on Monday, calling
Grass' work "an impressive mirror of our country and a lasting
part of its literary and artistic
legacy."
But Grass' standing as a moral

at the Derby; the tradition started in 2009.
The race is the first in the
Triple Crown; the next will be
the Preakness Stakes on May
16, followed by the Belmont
Stakes on June 6.

arbiter took a hit with his late
revelation that he was called up
for duty with the Waffen-SS in
the closing months of the war.
Recalling the pull of Nazi
propaganda, he said that when
he was assigned to the 10th SS
Panzer Division "Frundsberg"
he found "nothing offensive"
about the prospect.
Grass painted an unheroic picture of his service with the division, which fought Soviet troops
in the last days of the war in
eastern Germany. It ended with
his capture by the Americans in
May 1945 after a shrapnel
wound left his arm so stiff he
couldn't move it. His division
was delayed getting into the
fighting because it was waiting
for tanks that never came.
In a letter written to the mayor
of Gdansk amid calls for him to
be stripped of his honorary
Polish citizenship, the author
insisted that he had needed time
to reflect on how to deal with
what he called "this episode
from my young years that was
brief, but which weighed on me

heavily."
His belated apology appeared
to have been accepted in Poland.
In Gdansk, officials planned to
set up a condolence book
Monday. Lech Walesa, a fellow
Nobel laureate, said he remembered Grass fondly, adding "he
is well-liked in Gdansk."
Six years after admitting his
SS service, Grass drew criticism
from across the political spectrum for his sharp criticism of
Israel in a poem that skirted any
explicit mention of Iranian
threats against the Jewish state.
"To put Israel and Iran morally on the same level is not intelligent, it is absurd," thenGerman Foreign Minister Guido
Westerwelle said at the time.
A few days after the poem
appeared, Grass insisted that he
had meant to single out Israeli
Prime
Minister
Benjamin
Netanyahu's government, and
not Israel as a whole. But that
did little to quell the controversy.
Grass — the picture of the
leftist intellectual with his pipe.

gravelly voice, bushy mustache
and slightly disheveled look —
was active in Germany's political scene throughout his life and
a longtime member of the center-left Social Democratic Party.
Grass' later literary works
received decidedly
mixed
reviews at home and abroad.
with many questioning whether
he had lost his incisive ability to
critically comment on the darker
side of German history.
Grass received several honorary degrees, including an honorary doctorate from Harvard
University in 1976.
Citing his secretary, Hilke
Ohsoling, German news agency
dpa reported that Grass died surrounded by his family after
coming down with a serious
infection.
Funeral plans weren't immediately' known. Grass is survived
by four children from his first
marriage to Anna Schwarz, two
stepchildren from his second
marriage to Ute Grunert, and
two children born to other partners.
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Priscilla Presley: No Elvis
imitators at new Vegas chapel
By KIMBERLY PIERCEALL
Associated Press
LAS VEGAS (AP) — The
King will not appear at Elvis
Presley's Graceland Wedding
Chapel that is coming soon to
Las Vegas — exactly how
Priscilla Presley wants it.
The woman who wed Elvis in
Sin City in 1967 made one thing
clear before unveiling the latest
wedding chapel to bear his
name: No Elvis impersonators.
Priscilla Presley knows some
might prefer a jumpsuit-wearing, sideburn-donning wedding
official with a bit of swivel to
his hips. But she says such a
move would only cheapen the
place.
"This is all first-class," she
told the Associated Press recently. "This is not a joke. The wedding chapel is not a joke."
That means no red velvet,
Presley said. Nothing gaudy.
She has been involved in the
look and feel of the chapel that
officials say is part of the first
permanent exhibit of Elvis artifacts outside Graceland, the
singer's
iconic
Memphis,
Tennessee, home.
And a reflection of the
Memphis landmark will be the
backdrop for the chapel, with
couples seemingly saying "I do"
on the home's front steps.
Authenticity is what this new
chapel offers,she said, and more
than anything, she seems keen
on ridding the world, and Las
Vegas, of the often over-the-top,
tacky image of her late ex-husband.
"Elvis had a lot of dignity.
Elvis had a lot of class," she
said. "He was a beautiful specimen of a man."
"Graceland Presents ELVIS:
The Exhibition - The Show The Experience," including the
chapel, opens April 23 at the
Westgate Las Vegas Resort and
Casino, the same property
where Elvis performed several
hundred
sold-out
shows
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AP Photo / File
In this May 1, 1967, file photo, singer Elvis Presley and his
bride, the former Priscilla Beaulieu, appear at the Aladdin
Hotel in Las Vegas, after their wedding. Presley, 32, and
Beaulieu, 21, both from Memphis, Tennessee, met while he
was stationed in Germany with the U.S. Army.

between 1969 and 1976, when it
was known as the International
Hotel and later the Las Vegas
Hilton.
When Priscilla Presley arrives
for the show's debut, it may be
only her second time visiting the
site since she last saw Elvis perform there in 1975.
Even a six-week show that
aims to replicate those concerts
will feature an actor, not an
impersonator, Presley was careful to note.
While there won't be any
impersonators,one lucky couple
will get a Presley in their wedding party opening day.
Priscilla Presley will attend
the nuptials of the couple that
wins a contest announced by
NBC's "Today" show Monday
after giving them a private tour
of the exhibit the night before.
"I'm going to make sure it's
done right," she said of the wedding.

Phones,friends are distracting
problem for teen drivers
By JOAN LOWY
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Distractions — especially talking with passengers and using
cellphones — play a far greater
role in car crashes involving
teen drivers than has been previously understood, according to
compelling new evidence cited
by safety researchers.
The AAA Foundation for
Traffic Safety analyzed nearly
1,700 videos that capture the
actions of teen drivers in the
moments before a crash. It
found that distractions were a
factor in nearly 6 of 10 moderate to severe crashes. That's four
times the rate in many previous
official estimates that were
based on police reports.
The study is unusual because
researchers rarely have access to
crash videos that clearly show
what drivers were doing in the
seconds before impact as well as
what was happening on the
road. AAA was able to examine
more than 6,842 videos from
cameras mounted in vehicles,
showing both the driver and the
simultaneous view out the
windshield.
The foundation got the videos
from Lytx Inc., which offers
programs that use video to
coach drivers in improving their
behavior and reducing collisions. Crashes or hard-braking
events were captured in 1,691 of
the videos.
They show driver distraction
was a factor in 58 percent of
crashes, especially accidents in
which vehicles ran off the road.
or had tear-end collisions. The
most common forms of distraction were talking or otherwise
engaging with passengers and
using a cellphone, including
talking, texting and reviewing
messages.
Other forms of distraction
observed in the videos included
drivers looking away from the
road at something inside the
vehicle, 10 percent; looking at
something outside the vehicle
other than the road ahead,9 percent; singing or moving to
music, 8 percent; grooming, 6
percent; and reaching for an
object,6 percent.
In one video released by

k

AAA,a teenage boy is seen trying to navigate a turn on a rainslicked road with one hand on
the wheel and a cellphone held
to his ear in the other hand. The
car crosses a lane of traffic and
runs off the road, stopping just
short of railroad tracks that run
parallel to the road.
In another video, a driver on a
lonely two-lane road at night is
shown looking down at an electronic device, apparently texting. While his eyes are off the
road, the car crosses the opposite lane, leaves the road and
appears about to strike a mailbox.
One teen driver is captured
braking hard at the last moment
to avoid slamming into the back
of an SUV stopped or slowed in
traffic ahead. Just a moment
before, the girl had turned her
attention to another girl in the
front passenger seat in an animated conversation.The camera
shows the shock on the girls'
faces as they suddenly realize a
crash is imminent.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration has previously estimated that distraction of all kinds is a factor in
only 14 percent of all teen driver crashes.
The videos provide "indisputable evidence that teen drivers are distracted in a much
greater percentage of crashes
than we previously realized,"
said Peter Kissinger,the foundation's president and CEO.
Past research has shown that
teens with multiple passengers
in the car are more likely to
have accidents. The opposite is
the case for adults — for older
drivers, having a passenger with
an extra set of eyes on the road
can make driving safer.
Teen drivers using cellphones
had their eyes off the road for an
average of 4.1 seconds out of
the final 6 seconds leading up to
a crash, the AAA study found.
Researchers also measured
reaction times in rear-end crashes and found that teen driven
using cellphones failed to react
more than half of the time
before the impact. meaning they
crashed without braking or
steering away.
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W. Kentucky
suspends
swimming,
diving programs
for five years
By GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer

Blackhawks,Predators ready
to square off in playoffs
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The
Chicago Blackhawks and Nashville
Predators believe how they finished the
regular season doesn't matter in the
playoffs.
With two Stanley Cup titles in the
past five years, the Blackhawks think
they know how to ramp up their game
for postseason intensity.
Center Brad Richards, who signed a
with Chicago after helpMARK HUMPHREY / AP File Photo one-year deal
n the ing the New York Rangers reach the
Nashville defensive captain Shea Weber could be one big reaso
ng Chicago finals last season, says it's not like the
Predators advance to the second round and past the surgi
Blackhawks haven't done it before. He
Biackhawks.

Western Kentucky suspended its
swimming and diving programs for five
years on Tuesday following an investigation of hazing incidents and violations of Title IX sexual misconduct and
assault, harassment and the student conduct code.
Hilltoppers athletes and coaches were
told of the decision Tuesday morning
by WKU President Gary Ransdell and
athletic director Todd Stewart. Athletes
can transfer to other schools or remain
on campus, where their scholarships
will be honored as long as they remain
in good standing.
The positions of swimming coach
Bruce Marchionda, assistant Brian
Thomas and diving coach Chelsea Ale
will be eliminated on June 30.
Marchionda just completed his 10th
season as head coach, Ale her second.
A release said a complaint by former
WKU freshman swimmer Collin Craig
led to an investigation by police and
Title IX coordinator Huda Melky that
By MICHAEL MAROT
discovered evidence of violations.
AP Sports Writer
"This is a very difficult and unfortunate decision on many levels," Stewart
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — CJ. Miles
said in the release. "While many in the
with
WKU
George Hill helped Indiana survive
ented
and
repres
have
m
progra
distinction, the overall findings of a Part I of its playoff push Tuesday night.
Now comes the harder part — makconsistent pattern of disappointing conat
able
accept
not
and
ng
the red-eye flight to Memphis and
troubli
ing
duct is
doing it all over again less.than 24
WKU."
Craig complained to police in January hours later.
that he had been assaulted and harassed
At least the Pacers still have a
on several occasions dating back to chance. Miles scored 25 points, Hill
August, according to documents added 24 and together they spurred a 7obtained by The Associated Press via 2 run to open the second overtime and
open records requests. A subsequent keep Indiana's playoff hopes alive with
search of a Bowling Green house where a critical come-from-behind 99-95 victhe hazing incidents occurred turned up tory over Washington.
beer kegs, marijuana paraphernalia and
"Just all-out heart, and determination,
picture boards featuring "highly intoxi- and will, and perseverance, and not
cated" students to the point of vomiting quitting," coach Frank Vogel said. "We
and passing out,a supplementary police got down so many times and had so
report outlined in graphic detail.
many opportunities to give in. They
The report added that some photos
just persevered through it."
showed intoxicated individuals nude or
It took everything the Pacers (38-43)
partially nude, placing their buttocks on
•See PACERS, 13A
other people, with a racial slur drawn on
the picture of a person who appeared to
be unconscious. There were also pictures of women passed out in various
positions including one in a bathroom
with her underwear pulled down.
The school's summary determined
Staff Report
that a hostile environment was created
at the so-called "party house" as well as
Murray High track and field was sucwithin the program. The findings by cessful Tuesday during their home turf
Melky and deputy Title IX director All Corners, with the Lady Tigers comJoshua Hayes also said a culture of haz- ing away with first after logging 151
ing and sexual harassment had been in points, while the Tigers finished third
place since spring 2012.
with 855 team points.
that
concluded
report
The girls were pitted against 11 other
The
had
rs
membe
team
knew
teams from around the region, while the
Marchionda
been arrested for marijuana use and boys faced 10 local opponents in the
possession, stealing and public intoxi- field.
cation. None of the coaches immediate• Tyshea Allen finished first in the
ly reported the sexual harassment, inciine
Discipl
girls 100m Hurdles with a 17.83.
dents as required by Title IX.
ed
occurr
often
•The girls 4x800m relay finished secand
was inconsistent
during the fall when major competition ond with an 11:05,49.
• Linda Arakelyan came away with
•See WKY, 13A

says everyone knows what the pace will
be and the level needed for Game 1 of
their opening series in Nashville on
Wednesday night.
The Blackhawks lost their final four
games of the regular season, while
Nashville went 0-4-2 after clinching its
first playoff berth in three years.
Chicago took the season series with
three wins,though the teams last played
Dec. 29. Blackhawks star Patrick Kane
also is expected to return for the playoff
opener after breaking his collarbone in
February.
"It comes down to execution,"
Richards said. "You have to prepare
•See PREDS, 13A

PREP BASEBALL

NBA

Pacers hold firm in 20T

Now 5-0 IN
PAUL GEORGE'S
RETURN; PLAYOFFS
STILL IN REACH

Calloway
canoes to
Draffenville,
beats Marshall
County 6-3
Staff Report

Moments after Monday's tough 4-1
loss to Marshall County (9-4, 1-1 4th
District), Calloway County head baseball coach Zach Hobbs pulled his team
into their home dugout for a team meeting.
The Lakers had just left 11 men on
base, striking out eight times and hitting
into 10 fly outs to cost themselves a
potential win against a tough district
opponent.
Tuesday afternoon in Draffenville,
and the boys in Red and White played a
little bit differently.
Wade Carter, making a rare appearance in the 3-slot, started a two-out,
five-run rally in the first inning to rough
up Marshall County's Hunter Jaco, and
the Lakers (4-6, 1-1 4th District) held
on for a 6-3 win over the Marshals.
"We talked last night and a little bit
today about hitting the opposite
MICHAEL CONROY / AP File Photo field...letting the barrel go...trusting a
shoots over Washington hit and just getting a string of base hits
(13)
e
Georg
Paul
rd
Indiana Pacers forwa
d half.
instead of one double," Hobbs said. "An
Wizards forward Kris Humphries during the secon
early 5-0 lead changed everything."
Calloway County finished with 13
MHS TRACK & FIELD
hits and were limited to just four strikeouts on the afternoon, while Jaco was
tagged with only one earned run
because the Lakers plated four guys in
d third.
first in the 100m dash with a 12.80. Ann (1:07.84) finishe
the first after an infield error could have
• Peyton Glynn snagged fourth in the
Taylor finished third with a 12.88.
easily been the third out.
with a 55.40.
• Des'jahvonni Miles finished third in 400m dash
"I told the guys after the game that
in
second
• Mallory Woolridge took
the 100m dash with an 11.23.
it took, and we
high jump with a 4'4" leap. one mistake was all
• Kenzley Sparks timed at 5:55.10 in girls
added.
Hobbs
pay,"
them
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champi
Campbell, the state high jump
the 1600m - good enough for second
usual tactics,
his
of
ic
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an
r
Unchara
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not
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A,
on in Class
place - while Olivia Butterworth finTuesday's
guys
the
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Hobbs said
attempt.
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to remain
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must-w
a
second
was
d
game
finishe
• Annie Futrell
5:55.29.
jump. Myla in contention for a top seed in the 4th
6'0"
a
with
vault
pole
•The Lady Tigers 4x100m relay conTaylor also finished in third with a 6'0" District tournament.
tinued to shine this season, finishing in jump, while Woolridge was fourth with
Senior pitcher Connor Wagner heeded
first with a 51.87.
height.
call and went to work.
the
5'6"
a
• The Tigers 4x100m relay edged out
Speed was second in pole
Tommy
little loose with a large lead early.
•
A
of
h
Paducah Tilghman by one-hundredt
lift.
11'
an
with
vault
r eventually settled down for a
Wagne
a second - 44.52 to 44.53 - to earn the
• Campbell also secured first in the seven-inning complete game win. He
first-place nod.
long jump - hopping 16'5". Yasmine
• Grace Campbell won the 400m dash
•See LAKERS, 13A
•See MHS TRACK, 13A
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2015 SEC PLAYER OF THE YEAR
WAS AT HIS BEST AS A SOPHOMORE
By KURT VOIGT
AP Sports Writer
FAYE I 1EVILLE, Ark. (AP)
— Bobby Portis said last month
he wanted to be "the greatest
Razorback of all-time" when his
career at Arkansas was finished.
The finale came Tuesday
when the 6-foot- 11 sophomore
said he was declaring for the
NBA after a standout season that
the
named
him
saw
Southeastern Conference Player
of the Year.
"Unbelievable experience for
me at the University of Arkansas
these past two years." Portia
wrote on his Twitter page. "The
love I have for this program is
unconditional, but I've decided
to forego my junior year of college to take that next step and
entering into the NBA draft."

Portis, the key cog in
Arkansas rebirth under coach
Mike Anderson, averaged 17.5
points and 8.9 rebounds this season,leading the Razorbacks(279) to the NCAA Tournament for
the first time since 2008.
The breakout season came a
year after the prep All-American
from Little Rock averaged 12.3
points per game as a freshman,
and Ports' arrival in Fayetteville
also coincided with back-toback postseason appearances.
The Razorbacks reached the
second round of the NIT last
season, and they won their first
NCAA Tournament game this
season before losing to North
Carolina.
Arkansas' 27 wins were the
most in a season for the program
since the 1994-95 season, when
the school reached the second of

back-to-back national championship games. Portis was named
the team's outstanding player at
a banquet on Monday night, but
he didn't speak publicly about
his pending decision to stay in
college or enter the NBA draft.
The soft-spoken forward did
tell The Associated Press last
month that he planned to make
the decision in concert with his
mother and childhood mentor
Corliss Williamson, the former
Arkansas great who led the
Razorbacks to the 1994 national
championship.
Anderson said Monday night
that he had talked briefly with
Portia and fellow standout
Michael Qualls about their
futures, and that the two would
talk in detail this week about
their draft prospects.
"We have some (discussions),
and we'll get more into it
because I've been out recruiting
as well," Anderson said
Monday.
•Sea PORTIS, 13A
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forward Bobby Port's, right, celebrates with
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MHS Track...
Simmons has career finish at Blue •
From Page 12A
Homa was second with a 14'11"
Blue Intercollegiate
leap.
By DAVE WINDER
MSU Athletics Assistant
Athletic Director
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Murray State's Brock Simmons
posted his highest collegiate finish
Tuesday with a 13th place showing at the Blig Blue intercollegiate
at Hermitage Golf Club in
Nashville,Tennessee.
Simmons fired rounds of 70-7371 for a 2-under-par 214. He tied
for fourth in the field of 75 competitors with a 2.92 scoring average on the par-3 holes.
in their final event before next
week's Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament, the Racers placed
eighth with scores of 284-291296=871.
Other scores from the Racers
included Jordan Smith in 27th
place with rounds of 68-747218 and Preston French in
34th place after rounds of 74-7472=220. Jared Gosser placed 38th
with scores of 72-73-77=225,
while Duncan McCormick placed
43rd with scores of 76-71-77=224.
Murray
State's
Matthew

Zakutney and Myles Morrissey
finished 53rd and 58th overall
playing the event as one of 15 individuals. Morrissey had scores of
76-77-74=227 and was sixth
among the solo players, while
Zakutney was seventh with rounds
of 75-76-77=228.
Tennessee Tech (834) came
from 11 shots down to nip
Belmont (841) for the tide. West
Georgia (855), North Greenville
and UT Martin (865), Morehead
State and Northern Kentucky
(867) and the Racers (871) made
up the top-8.
The rest of the field included
Green Bay (872), Tennessee State
(887), John A. Logan (891),
Trevecca-Na7arene (893) and
West Alabama (905).
Belmont's Ashton Van Horne
was the medalist with rounds of
65-65-71=201.
The Hermitage course played to
a par-72 and 7,157 yards.
The OVC Golf Championship
will be played April 24-26) in
Muscle Shoals,Ala.,at The Shoals
Golf Club.

• Butterworth finished third in
triple jump with a 30'6".
• Sarah McDowell was easily
first in discus by almost 20 feet
with a 114'8". She also finished
second in SDOtpUt with a 32'1".
• Dante Darcus finished in first
for discus with a 136'11".
• RJ Daniels was fourth in
shotput with a 43'4".
Final Team Results
Girls
1) Murray
151
2)Paducah Tilghman, 85.5
3) McCracken County 56
4)Fulton County
49

.5'ca

5) Mayfield
38
6)Graves County
33
7) Henry County HS
25
8) Caldwell County
20
9) Livingston Central 19.50
10) Lyon County
9
11) Cnttenden County
7
12) University Heights 6
Boys
1) Paducah Tilghman
119
2) McCracken County 102
3) Murray
85.50
4)Fulton County
5130
5) Graves County
44.50
6) Mayfield
33.50
7)Caldwell County 2030
8)Crittenden County 20
9) Livingston Central 15
10) Lyon County
11
11) Henry County HS 9.50
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•Portis...
From Page 12A
While Arkansas still awaits the
decision of Qualls, a secondteam All-SEC selection this season, Fortis has made his.
After struggling at times to
adapt to the rugged interior play
of the SEC as a freshman, when
he shot 50.9 percent from the
field, Portis was at his best as a

sophomore.
He was second in the conference while shooting 53.6 percent from the field, and he had a
season-high 32 points in a win
over Vanderbilt on Jan. 10.
Portis also finished in double
figures in rebounds in 15 games,
helping to improve his 6.8
rebounds per game as a freshman.

III Pacers...
From Page 12A
had.
Paul George played a season-high 17 minutes, 4.6 minutes, almost three full minutes
longer than planned. His 20-foot pull-up
jumper tied the score at 85 with 22.4 seconds to go in the first overtime.
Miles and David West each played more
than 40 minutes and helped fuel the final
scoring flurry. Hill wound up playing a little
more than 48 minutes — more than anybody
on either team — despite going 2 of 10 on 3pointers, the second one sealing the win with
27.8 seconds left in the game.
So after playing nearly 3 1/2 hours of real
time and standing around to sign autographs
afterward for Fan Appreciation Night, the
Pacers walked into the locker room at 11:33.
They were greeted by this message on the
dry erase board: Plane 12:15, fluids, carbs,
compression tights.
Now the question is whether Indiana has
enough energy to beat a Western Conference
foe that is still fighting for playoff positioning?
"Going to have to, we have no choice,"
West said after scoring 15 points and grabbing eight rebounds.
Indiana has been in desperation mode for
the past two weeks.
Since losing nine of II and nearly falling
out of playoff contention, the Pacers have
won six straight to put themselves on the

precipice of making the postseason for the
fifth straight year. Brooklyn's loss Monday
allowed Indiana to move into the eighth and
final spot in the East. All they need now is a
win at Memphis or a loss by the Nets.
And nobody wanted to leave the Pacers
behind more than Washington (46-35),
which was eliminated by Indiana in last season's playoffs.
For most of the night, the Wizards had
Indiana right where they wanted.
Dunks were blocked. Long-range shots
turned into air balls. Mid-range shots
bounced hard off the backboard, and passes
inexplicably went out of bounds or into the
hands of Wizards defenders.
Yet, somehow. the Pacers found a way to
overcome all those problems when they
needed it most.
"It gets you ready," Washington coach
Randy Wittman said. "This was a playoff
atmosphere that we're going to face
Saturday or Sunday. I thought it was a good
test."
Marcin Gortat and Bradley Beal each
scored 19 points for the Wizards. John Wall
added 16 pOitttS and 11 assists, though he
was just 7 of 23 from the field and 0 for 5 on
3-pointers.
But they made it a grind for the Pacers,
whose hopes appeared doomed with a 70-61
deficit with 7:07 left in regulation.
Indiana charged back to take a 79-75 lead,
then gave it right back and watched Wall the

score again at 81 on a layup with 51.7 seconds to go. The Wizards had two shots to
win it in regulation. but the go-ahead tip-in
was ruled to come after the buzzer. A replay
review confirmed the call. •
In the first overtime, the teams combined
for just three baskets, but the Wizards never
trailed.
Hill broke the 85-85 tie with a 15-foot
jumper, Miles followed that with a 3 from
the left corner and Hill made a nifty pass to
West for a layup just before he would have
been called for a five-second call. That made
92-87. Hill's late 3 sealed it.
"It was a game that we needed," George
said. "It's survival mode. We've got to get
this (next) win."
TIP-INS
Wizards: With the No. 5 seed in the East
locked up, Washington decided to give big
man Nene the night off. He twisted his right
ankle in Friday's loss to Brooklyn then
played 27 minutes Sunday in a win over
Atlanta. But with the playoffs starting this
siseekend, the Wizipts-aa.-.0.1slene to rest.
Pacers: Indiana thot 28.8 percent from the
field in the first half and finished at 38.1 percent. It wasn't just the contested shots that
gave the Pacers trouble. They also were 10
of 17 from the free-throw line.
UP NEXT
Wizards: host Cleveland on Wednesday.
Pacers: visit Memphis on Wednesday.

i

set rule to it. History has proven that that
ultimately your team has to play well on
Wednesday night and through the first round
to advance."
Some things to watch in this series starting
Wednesday night:
KANE'S BACK: Kane missed the final 21
games of the regular season,and the All-Star
forward still finished second on the team
with 27 goals and 64 points. The original
timeline for his return was 12 weeks, but he
made it back well ahead of that estimate.
How quickly he is able to return to form
could have a big impact on the series.
WE MEET AGAIN: It's the second playoff series between these rivals. Chicago
advanced in six games in a 2010 series
remembered in Nashville as the one that got
away. The Predators were up 4-3 with 63
seconds left while on a five-minute power
play in Game 5 in Chicago. Kane tied it up
with 13.6 seconds left, and Marian Hossa,
who was serving the penalty, scored the
game winner 10 seconds after he left the
box.
EXPERIENCE FACTOR: Plenty of

NL Glance
East Division
W L Pot
Atlanta
6 2.750
New York
5 3.625
Philadelphia
3 5.375
Miami
2 6.250
Washington
2 6.250
Central Division
W L Pct
Cincinnati
5 3.625
Chicago
4 3.571
St Louis
3 3.500
Pittsburgh
3 5.375
Milwaukee
2 5.286
West Division
W L Pct
Colorado
6 2.750
Los Angeles
5 3.625
San Diego
5 4.556
Arizona
4 4.500
San Francisco
3 6.333

Blackhawks remain from those championship rosters. This is Nashville's first playoff series since losing to Arizona in five
games in the 2012 Western Conference
semifinals. The Predators have only five
players left from that 2010 series with
Chicago, with two — defenseman Cody
Franson and forward Mike Santorelli —
brought back by trade in February.
HOW'S RINNE? Nashville goaltender
Peklca Rinne was terrific this year, tying for
second in the NHL with 41 wins and ranking
among the league leaders with a 2.18 goalsagainst average and a .923 save percentage.
But the 6-foot-5 Finn dropped his last four
starts of the year, recording a 3.42 goalsagainst average and .857 save percentage in
that stretch. The Predators need him to
return to form to make a deep run in the
playoffs.
NASHVILLE ICE: The Predators had the
best home record in the Western Conference
this season, going 28-9-4. They also set a
franchise record by selling out 30 games,
including the last 12 of the regular season.

3
4
4
GB
54
1
2
214
GB
1
1,/2
2
354

Tuesdays Games
Boston 8. Washington 7
Detroit 2, Pittsburgh 0
Baltimore 4. N Y Yankees 3
Tampa Bay 3, Toronto 2
Chicago White Sox 4. Cleveland
Texas 8, LA Angels 2
Oakland 4, Houston 0
L.A Dodgers 6, Seattle 5
Wednesday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Danks 0-1) al

•Lakers...
From Page 12A
struck out five, walked three and
gave up two earned runs on six
hits.
Hobbs
said
Wagner
approached his limited pitch
count toward the middle of the
contest, but after approaching
his staff ace, the message was
clear.
"(Wagner) emphatically said
'I'm finishing this game,'" Hobbs
remembered. "That's one of the
gutsiest performances I've seen
in our program.
"It was refreshing to see how
competitive these guys can be."
The Lakers' five-run first
included a team bat-around and
five opposite-field singles.
Jeremy Darnell went 3-for-4

with an RBI from the 9-spot,
Ryan Fraher went 1-for-4 with
an RBI, Aaron Dawson went 3for-4 with an RBI, Bryce On
went 1 -for-4 with two RBI.
Carter went 2-for-4 with an RBI
and Wagner also went 2-for-4
from the leadoff spot.
Chase Bright, Justice Beal and
Jaco all had RBI for the
Marshals.
Two of Calloway's three errors
came in the seventh inning to
keep things "interesting," Hobbs
added, before Wagner finished.
Should weather play kind, the
Lakers will be hosting their
three-game stretch during
Graves County's Dinger Wood
Bats Classic. Contests are
scheduled for Friday and
Saturday at Laker Field.

From Page 12A
criminal charge will be 'against a
male team member for posseswasn't at stake.
Ransdell said the behavior sion of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. He did not specify the
contradicts school values.
"We have high standards for person's name because a sumstudent conduct and conduct of mons hasn't been served.
our student organizations," he
The program's shutdown
said in the release. "The perva- comes three years after Claire
sive culture of misconduct in the Donahue became WKU's first
swimming and diving program Olympic athlete to win a gold
is intolerable. A five-year sus- medal. She helped Team USA
pension is both necessary and win the 4x100 medley relay in
prudent."
London.
Bowling
Green
police
The Hilltoppers men have won
spokesman Ronnie Ward said back-to-back Conference USA
Tuesday that the only likely titles.

Midwest Promotions, LLC Presents...

GUN & KNIFE SHOW IN CADIZ,KY!
•

,,,
rd myice

April 17, 18 & 19

GB

011/VOIWICI(Bauer 1-0), 12:10 p.m.
Washington (G.Gonzeisz 0-1) at Boston
(ktikey 0-0). 135 p.m.
LA Angels (Santiago 0-1) at Texas
(Ranaudo 0-0), 2:05 pm.
Detroit (Simon 1-0) at Pittsburgh
(Liriano 0-0). 7-05 pm
N.Y. Yankees (Eovaidi 0-0) at Balemore
(B.Norris 0-1), 7135 p.m.
Tampa Bay (E.Ramirez 0-0) at Toronto
(Buehrte 1-0), 7:07 p.m.
Kansas City (Voiciusz 1-0) at Minnesota
(Gibson 0-1), 8:10 p.m.
Oakland (Pomeranz 1-0) at Houston
(McHugh 1-0), 8:10 p.m
Seat*(T Walker 0-1) at LA Dodgers
(B Anderson 0-0), 1010 p.m.
Thursdays Games
Kansas City at Minnesota, 1'10 p m
Tampa Bay at Toronto, 7:07 p m

•WKY...

•Precis...
From Page 12A
yourself best you can to execute, and hopefully that goes our way."
Each of the Blackhawks' last four losses
were by one goal, and coach Joel
Quenneville doesn't sound too concerned by
the slide.
Quenneville feels his team played well in
those games knowing what is next and
focused on getting healthy. Chicago won the
NHL title in 2010 and 2013, and made it all
the way to the Western Conference finals a
year ago.
Nashville coach Peter Laviolette keeps
saying he thought his Predators played well
in their losing streak even if they didn't get
wins. The slide cost the Predators their first
division title.,they were either first or second
in the West between Jan. 4 through March
13.
*Regardless, we're past all of it whether it
was good or bad, we're going to have to
make our own way come tomorrow night,"
Laviolette said. "There's been teams that
won nine out of 10 down the stretch and lost
in the first round and vice versa. There's no

Ei Ela1:11 AP0

April 18,2015 e 9am-5pm
Apirl 19,2015 9am-4pm
Trigg Co. Rec Complex
330 Complex Road
Admission:$6(kids 12 and under FREE)
Space available: 8 ft. space 548(table furnished)
www.midwestprogunshow.com
Office: 270 521-6959 Cell(Robert): 270-724-1684
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April 16"
at 4pm
oin us for Refreshments!
DWAiN TAyLoR
-or

At the CFSB Center in Murray, Kentucky
This exciting event will showcase all things
related to the indoors and outdoors
Plus a Women's Area and Kids Zone

Admission is FREE!
The Indoor Outdoor Expo is sponsored

*4 / AP File Photo

Ilebrates with
tketball game
Player of the
111111111011.

by:
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0JOHN DETRE

270-753-2222
1304 South 12th St • Murray, KY

www.DwainTaylorUSEDCars.com
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Join us!

FOUNDATION

Master

Murra
sealed

Now is the time tojoin our Founders Program!

fitting

Murra
Bids
Plastic
deliver
42071

Your legacy as an original Founder of the Murray-Calloway County Community
Foundation will live on in our community for years to come.This legacy is one your
children and grandchildren can reflect upon as the Foundation continues to grow
and impact our community.
And best of all, because your contribution is carefully invested, you contribution
will continue to grow and help the non-profit organization of your choice,in perpetuity.
Commitment levels begin at $250 for individuals and $1,000 for businesses. Gifts
can benefit any non-profit organization in Calloway County — including churches,
cemeteries, parks, schools - including Murray State University, Murray Calloway
County Hospital, Kyle Oakley Field airport, and all other non-profit organizations.
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Founders can contribute their commitments over a two year period, and donations
can be made online at www.mcccf.org or by check.
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Insurance• Risk Consulting•Employee Benefits
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Contributions to endowments can be mailed to: PO Box 727,Murray,KY 42071
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www.mcccf.org •info@mcccf.org
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Advertisers are requested to dieck
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Classified Manager
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for all your
classified needs
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Wanted
ASHBY Place Assisted
Living in Benton KY
Now Hiring Certified
Assistant.
Nursing
Apply online at ashbycares.com/employment
or in person at 147
Country Club Lane
Benton Ky. $10.00/hr
plus Benefits. Phone
270-366-7755 for more
information.
United
Coldwater
Church
Methodist
seeks qualified Youth
Ministry Director. For
information
more
www.coldwaterchurch.org. Application
deadline April 20th.
Hiring
NOW
and
Management
Crew. Apply in person
or email:
morehead.jeremyOza
xbys.corn

edit
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DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

CARE
HEALTH
OPPORTUNITIES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah
CHARGE NURSE - RN
I LPN
Full-time position available for a Kentuckynurse.
licensed
experiSupervisory
ence preferred.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
SCHWERMAN WEEKEND
ADMISTrucking Company is
SIONS NURSE - RN
looking for Class "A" Full-time
weekend
Liquid Drivers for our position available for a
Calvert City, KY termi- Kentucky-licensed RN.
nal $5,000 Driver Sign- Will work 10 a.m.-6
Pay
Bonus.
On
p.m. on weekends, and
Package of .45 loaded/ one 12-hour shift and
7-10
unloaded.
.36
one 8-hour shift during
days out then 2-3 days the week. Admissions
home. Must have Class experience preferred.
Medical
'A" CDL.
Benefits (start after 30 CENTRAL
SUPPLY
$36from
days)
SUPERVISOR
$95/week.
Full-time position availTank and HAZMAT able for 8 a.m.-4:30
endorsements p.m. shift. Central suprequired. No liquid ply experience preexperience necessary ferred. Must be familiar
Call Bnan at
with budgeting and
800-507-8848
inventory control, and
www.tankstar.com
possess medical supply and equipment
High
knowledge.
PAINTING contractor is school diploma or
recruiting experienced equivalent required.
professional joumeymen painters. Must CERTIFIED NURSING
have 4-years profes- ASSISTANT
sional painting experi- Full-time
positions
ence. To apply call available for 3 p.m.-11
270-753-6895 & leave p.m. and 11 p.m.-7
voice message. No a.m.
Also
shifts.
walk in applicants accepting applications
accepted. EOE
for all shifts. Must be a
Kentucky -certified
nursing assistant.
Long-term care experience preferred. We
offer great pay and
benefits in a team-oriented environment.
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543 I 270442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd. I
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia _ Ivy0LCCA .co

Check

LifeCareCareers.com
EOE/M/FN/D - 57898

Al Other Mail
Subseripdam
3 ma ----PS.*
6
1 yr.-$141.411

Money Order

Visa

WC

1

e
e

Name
St. Address__

1
1

City__
Zip

State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

19

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
a

ROBBIE to the Rescue
Plumbing now hiring
Plumber/Helper.
Benefit pkg available.
Apply at 10610 Hwy 79
N. Springville, TN.
SWIFT Roofing inc is
accepting applications
experienced
for
roofers. Apply in Person at 402 Industrial
Road.
JASMINE'S in Murray
looking for experienced
servers & food runners.
Apply between the
hours of 2-4PM

Are you an individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
If so, please small:
cschroaderelnf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518

41=
FEDERAL.
worATEFIIALS1
onscreElrrE
Illiff
Federal Materials Co.
is accepting applications for
concrete mixer truck operators.
Experience not necessary.
Safe driving record, good work
history and flexible schedule is
required. Apply in person at
Paducah, Murray, Mayfield,
or Cadiz. FMC is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

731-554-2322

Temporary Class A
COL Driver. Must have
up to date DOT physical & pass drug screen/
criminal background.
Apply in person bt
appointment. 1679 Hub
Erwin Rd, Hazel KY.
270-492-8702
WOMACK-CARTER
Options, LLC. Hiring
service
direct
providers. Background
screen.
check/drug
Men please apply.
Murray,KY. 270-7671543
NOW Hiring
and
Maintenance
Housekeeping. Apply
in person only. Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray
Housekeepers wanted.
Must have transportation & work weekends
270-436-2787

Items.

Wanted Riding
Mowers that need work
270-436-5262

En_

.

\) 4917 State Route 121 North
Murray, KY
sassygir1s757@gmail.com

1511
1121Auto Pads
earmark* Prop. For Rent [

180
Lam & Carden

Mulch
FOR SALE
Brown dyed/Double-grourk
Convenient in town location!
Hours: Tues-Fri8-4, Sat 8-12
Landscapist 512 S4•9

VERY nice 48R, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Sq
1600
Commercial Property
1625 State Rt 121N
Old Festive Touch Bldg
270-753-9479
Ask for Debbie Mac

WARD-ELKINS
E 'south 12tli St

(270) 753-1713
160
lams Furrisarqs
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets New in Plastic
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
TABLE 6 chairs,
China Cabinet, King
Sleigh Bed. Great
Condition. 270-4362809

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

WT

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

Houses For Rent

Call us, we'll be

3 Bedroom House
for Sale
In country.
60+ Acres.
Has been recently
remodeled.
Generator installed.

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
LARGE 1BR close to
No Pets
campus
$310/month 270-5567928
duplex,
1BA
2BR
recently updated, quiet
street. 625/Mo + 625
deposit. 1 Year lease.
No pets. 270-293-6430
28R,2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
furnished.
water
$650/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225.
2BR, Apts & Duplexes
Avail. through
Coleman RE.
Contact our office for
more info. 270-7539898
416 N. 8th, 2BR, IBA,
modern
Spacious
apt.
basement
Appliances, W&D, No
References,
Pets,
$475.00 June 1st. 270227-8627

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-75345%
1505 Dinguld Drive
TDD 1-1100-S45-103 ext 2*3
il6
Thn gammon U"'' equa
fitopporman prowler
and employer

To schedule viewing
please call
270-227-8721 or
618-332-9417.
Serious inquiries
only please.
3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
AVAILABLE May
303 Woodlawn, 3BR,
2BA, $795 month plus
security. no big dogs
313-801-1918
Very nice 36R home.
Appliances arid carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA.
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts,
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *711

USED TIRES

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S2C)
mounted

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Reef Estate

Call 753-5606
190
Used Cars
2000 Dodge Grand
Caravan Sport. Clean.
$1,600, 270-978-0853
510
Congers

Murray Ledger k Times Fat
Hoping Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
sulaect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, winch makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrurunabon based on race, color, reli- sex, handicap, familial stagion
tus or national ongm, or mienbon to make any such references, limitations or discrimination
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept.any
advertising for real estate whith
is Mt in nalhon of the law All
persons are hereby Informed
dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opporturuty buts
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Mum,(7031 648-1000

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NUM 1.41•11

r

Almost New
camper.
1/2ft
33
Bought new in 2012
used one season. Stil
smells new. Everything
works, dual slide-outs.
Pnced to sell
270-293-7052
520
Boats & Motors
I want to downsize outboard motor. I have a
115HP Evinrude motorto much for my pontoon
boat top rated for
90HP. I want a 90HP
Evinrude or Johnson in
115
The
trade.
Evinrude lust checked
out/tuned up for necessary repair by dealer.
Have new seals/bearings in lower unit and
power tilt. Runs great.
Will deal. 731-2473350.

i Prcesrty
alra
ip

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours.
Mon, - Fn
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Owner d 121 S. a Gana&

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Sassy Girl's
, Antiques & Collectibles

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

glad to help.
Murray Ledger (g(t
Times

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity employer.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.

Comic Books,
Pop Culture
270-227-8874

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your busineF,,-'

Assembly Workers in Murray Area.

PT work, 10-12 'hrs
week, pay starts at
9.15, work evenings in
Murray doing phone
calls experience in
Health care or phone
sales a plus relaxed
atmosphere. call Steve
270-759-0257

308 S. 12th
Dr. Kevin Adams
Murray
•Eyeglasses
759-2500
"Contacts
•Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.corn

Camp Septic Cleaning of ilfurray
Residential & Commercial

Infinity Group Is hiring for

MAINTENANCE
Technician - Full Time
for 87 Units in Two
Apartment Complexes
located in Murray and
Mayfield KY. Having
own tools a plus.
Salary based on experience Fax resume to:

Eyecare Specialties

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum

111

Like us on FaceBook Visit us on the web: lerww.westkentuckystaffing.com

Local Mai
(Calloway)
e
3 as.-.-.436.1111
mo.-ULM
1 yr..-$145.44 1 yr.-1105A

3 ma-444.01
6 um-MA
1 yr..- 4120.00

OUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECT*

Westem Kentucky Staffing LLC Scott.lampkinsshsOgmail.com
Scott Lampkins 270 252 6990 Office 270 252 6994

Home Delivery
3 as.
$44.00
6 ass

tParma

Help Wailed

4793 Village Square Drive. Paducah, KY 42001
Tues & Thursday 8:00 - 5:00, Monday - Weds - Friday By Appointment

MURRAYR ER&TIMES
LEDG

Rest ofIt KY/TN
taciorm)

060

'Customer Service Manager/Director of Cutomer Service
'Hospital Administrative Traniee
'Mortgage Loan Officer
'Medical Spanish Interpreter/Ttransiator
'Data Management/Analysis

270-753-1916

071

Thc publisher maintains th1. riqht in !elect

tions can be made.

West Kentucky Staffing is looking for clients seeking the following
management positions:

READ WITH
US !!!

Itli

be reported immediately so correc-

Always seeking applicants for the following:
'IT Tech Server Specialist (4-5 years Experience)
'5 Facility Technicians( Calvert City Area)
'3 Lab Technicians (Calvert City Area)
'7 ClericaV Administrative Management
'Home/Auto/Boat Housekeeping and maintenace
(MarshalV Calloway County Area)
• Diesle Mechanics
• CDL/ Tanker Endorsement
(2 years experience preferred, but not required)

Help Wanted

e
e
e
e

incorrect insertion. Any error should

West Kentucky Staffing is currently seeking the positions below as well
as new clients looking for professional, entry-level applicants.

060

e

$8/5 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

nil be responsible for only one

Help %Mid

Murray Natural Gas System will receive
sealed bids for 2" and 4" plastic pipe and
fittings. Specifications are available at
Murray Natural Gas, 200 Andrus Drive;
Murray, KY 42071.
Bids are to be sealed and marked "BidPlastic Gas Pipe". Sealed bids are to be
delivered to 200 Andrus Drive, Murray, KY
42071 by 2:00pm local time on Tuesday
May 5,2015.
Murray Natural Gas reserves the right to
waive informalities and to reject
any and all bids.

Dur

ion
pe-

the first insertion of their ads for

060

010

ow

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al!3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I INA \u)"-.

our
k"IriolVii-c'e An Adbr-Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledgeLcom 0,r stop by
oflice at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270)753-192

rviasierC

tity

DEADLINES

)1.-st't NN

IOXIO's & 10:15's
(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
"Safe & clean
"We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

.1
rr-7

Water front lot, Paris
Cypress
Landing
Creek, 1 1/2 acre,
water, gas, cable available. 731-926-5160

1

Lots For Sao
1111111

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

1

Honws For SW
1131

New 2-4
Bedroom homes ki
Rhrerflold WNW
,
SSG Real Prayed)
Professionals
293-7872
house
old
2../YR
School
Southwest
District.
2980 Heated Sq ft. 4
bedroom 2.5 bath. 8
Acres.
270-853-1999

Let us help
you spread
the word Clasaifleds

work!
Call
753-1916
to place
your ad

TODAY

If you have
lost or
found a pet
We will run
an ad 1 day
for free
j
Z.:

4p 1.'11'4
• .
•

••••••-•11

3br/3.5ba
Beautiful
home w/pool located in
the Southwest Villas.
Must see at 2109 Villa
Sq. in Murray forsalelisting
byowner.com
124025139. $279,900
negotiable

Call
753-1918
S we'll be
glad to help

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming
Removal
*Stump Gnnding
•Firewood
Insured

CALL 753-191b

[AR
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PER NORTH.
CALL

cumulus
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS.
(110) 753-11101.

[Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Lic./Ins. 270-753-Tree
(8733)

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
WellPump Service
Residential &
Agriculture/
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406
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270-293-4020

?tar&
118pill
MINIUM

(270) 489-2839

*Additions
*Remodeling
*Complete Masonry

Grass lOcksrs

RiS3:11i1

*Mowing
*Edging
•Weedeating
*Mowers
ALL 4 $25.00

'Handyman Service's
•Yard Won(
•Gutters Cleaned
on Repairs

(Par 11w.and undw)

*Weakly •131Wasidy
270-227-0099
Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)2.26-0194
Service on all
major brands
Lionised & Insured

HILL. SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Sepdc Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)293-8686
LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

Gary 270-227-0420
Lawn
QUALITY
Mowing, (very afforddisSenior
able!)

counts. Serving the
Calloway County Area.
Please contact 270293-6753 for Free
Estimates

Tiss

e/Av Mow

*Lawn
*Landscaping
*Pressure Washing
*Parkinglot Stnping

at Liour !awncare neeAs

270-227-J6S5
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David's Home
Improvement
LLC

FRAME S
TREE
DEBRIS RE1.10Val

5
6

Water Damaged Flours
Bream & Floor Joists

Rank:40N & Pk/n-0mq
Will Do Insurance %Nor*
Visa & stasarCati Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

203 N 6th St Murray KY
270-759-1799
Your Hometown source
for Quality Tampa)
Recitepament Wirxtows

Ron Framt
1270)227-3140
12701 473-0323
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,
Don` speoC exit'

state
12701
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Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
biairtaUtersrdansdisetlal
Imes C.Maim
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
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Greg Mansfield
QM.
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
r Continuous Gutters
Gest Hometown Sir*.
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By Dave Green

CalleaPtIS SU410KU

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al Shbasittiord Naha

MEM%

Lawn Care Service GARY W.DIM
AlMerang
lreissuaiesi

•Flowte Improvements
*Beet4 /Oaten
Orman, Painting,
Plumbing, Flooring. Decks
qnsured •Sr. amount
+SIN Estfrnalirs
Wernber OfAngels Ler

270-436-5959

FREE Esamates
References available
Cohen Rogers CaS or
270-227-7002 text after
3pm
270-293-2514

ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248

(270) 759-0890

NI \\‘(.I \II NI
• weekly & special '
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
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ASPII.11:1
Pin lint-NC:1h .1:1(111:2.

MINI
STORAGE
II

170-193-4156

"If you've got It, we can store 1t
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electncrty. and 24/7 Surveillance

YARD Mowing, Free
Estimates. Hector 270227-6638.

RUSHINGS Painting
and Drywall LLC. 30
Years Expenence. Free
Estimates. 270-2108580
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"Antonina is a great woman
-- this,
cussion with someone who is involved. Don't worry so much
the wife of the director of the
hero," Tirosh said, speaking in too, will pass. Tonight: Blaze a new trail.
Warsaw zoo spotted Nazis
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Warsaw, where he traveled from Understand what is happenbest to avoid making any major decisions
could change. It would be
inhabited on the zoo grounds.
his home in Israel to attend the right now. Tonight: Take some much-needed personal time.
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the exact number isn't known it found.
in the house that they should be
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matic chapter in Poland's Jews in
"From the Depths," an organiza- ity time with him or her. Tonight: You can't avoid someone else's
wartime drama that was virtual- Tirosh, who was hidden there to dye his hair blond, hoping to tion that works to preserve request.
look more "Aryan." Jewish memory. The director, VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ly unknown until an American
for three weeks in 1943, when make him
find that someone is
author, Diane Ackerman, pub- he was just 6, as well as the But the color turned out red Jonny Daniels, says he hopes **** Remain sure of yourself. You might
in the world won't
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lished a book about the Polish Zabinskis' son and daughter. instead, the inspiration
Warsaw zoo will now become a seem to make a difference. Detach. Once you see the big picture,
couple in 2007 called "The Ryszard and Teresa. There is secret code name for him: squir- key stop on the itinerary of you will see a humorous quality to the situation. Tonight: With a
Zookeeper's Wife."
Israelis and other Jewish visitors favorite person.
only one other known living rel.
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included hiding Jews in indoor
Tirosh can still recall details, secret messag
his or her way is the only way. Even logical explanations won't be
animal enclosures — seem cer- even though his time there melody to warn of danger and a
The zoo itself also was the site able to make a dent in this person's mental armor. Tonight: Speak
tain to gain even more renown amounted to just a short spell in different one to signal that dan- of horrors during the war. In your mind.
with the inauguration Saturday a long and dramatic struggle for ger had passed. He can't identify September 1939, when the SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Allow your imagination to add to conversations in the mornof a permanent exhibition in the survival over years of Nazi the tunes, but other witnesses Germans invaded the country, ing. By the afternoon, you'll have to act. Use caution regarding a
villa, an attractive two-story occupation. He remembers say that the warning was "Go, they bombed the zoo, killing money matter. You could make a bad choice without intending to or
Bauhaus home from the 1930s being taken there by a horse- Go, Go to Crete!" from many animals and wreaking even realizing it. Tonight: Run errands, then squeeze in a walk.
still on the grounds of the drawn carriage that carried him Offenbach's "La Belle Helene." destruction that allowed others SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
to approach a matter quite differently from
Pianist Janusz Olejniciak, to escape. Some of those that **** You might decide
Warsaw Zoo.
over the Vistula River to the
it in the past. Honor your feelings, especially
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handle
you've
how
The exhibition pays homage green gar-pens of the zoo. He who performed the music in escaped — such as bears and when dealing with a friend or loved one. Try to be more open. Make
to the couple with photos of remembers squatting in the cel- Roman Polanski's film "The lions — were dangerous to an important decision after having a long-overdue chat. Tonight: At
them, sometimes with their lar with his sister while his par- Pianist," played the Offenbach humans, and had to be shot. The home.
. 19)
beloved zoo animals, in rooms ents hid in animal enclosures. piece at Saturday's inauguration. Germans then took some of the CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan
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recreated to evoke the wartime He said he was always putting
offering a new opportunity to a family member. You have
with
its
period. There are sculptures of his hand over his sister's mouth Zabinskis, Tirosh's fondest lynx, to zoos in Germany and boundaries, and at this moment, you might feel pushed to the max.
animals made by a Jewish artist, when she cried to stifle the memories focus on Antonina, killed off the rest in a hunting Share your feelings. Tonight: Maintain a sense of humor.
Magdalena Gross, who stayed sound, which could have given who had closer contacts to the spree at the zoo on New Year's AQUARIUS (Jan. 213-Feb. 18)
a
***** You Say what you think, and others come forward as
there during the war. Visitors away the hiding place. He also Jews in hiding than her husband, Eve of 1940.
tap into your resourcefulness in search of soluoften
People
result.
will also be able to see basement remembers being well fed, com- who was more active out of the
Zabinski then turned the zoo tions. Ask for what you want, but know that you could have mixed
chambers where the Jews took pared to periods of near starva- house in his underground anti- grounds into a pig farm. That feelings once you get it. Tonight: Swap news with a new friend.
shelter, as well as a narrow tun- tion during other periods of the Nazi activities, including by allowed him to enter the Ghetto PISCES(Fob. 19-March 20)
costs of continuing as you have been. You
helping Jews escape from the on the pretext of gathering **** Recognize the to appease
nel they crawled through to war.
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When it was time to move on Ghetto. By helpin
spending time with you more than you realize. Be more aware
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Among those who attended an to another hiding place. Zabinskis risked not only their that allowed him to help the of what is happening between the two of you. Tonight: Make it your
treat.
opening celebration on Saturday Antonina brought him upstairs own lives but that of their chil- Jews there.
evening was 78-year-old Moshe
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Ten years ago
,
The aging cell tower on the top of
the Murray Police Department
building on Poplar Street needs to
be replaced because the 180-foot
structure is in poor condition
according to City Administrator
Don Elias.
The Murray Independent Board
of Education accepted the resignation of Dale Reid as superintendent
but he will continue with the system
in a lesser role.
Pictured are Laverne Provine and
Ray Holt at a recent meeting of the
Four Rivers Music Friends.
Cub Scout Pack 37 held its Blue
and Gold Banquet recently.
Celebrating the "cross-over" from
Cub Scout to Boy Scout was Joseph
Villanue. Amanda Jones, pack master, Joshua Marvin, Ryan Baker.
Christopher Sato, Jason Schoppe,
Hunter Smith and Christina Marvin,
pack leader.
Murray High School's baseball
team outscored Mayfield 10-0 in six
innings to advance to the semifinals
of the All "A" Classic First Region
Tournament being held at Heath
High School.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Lady Lakers
winning awards at the girls' basketball banquet are Julie You, Kylie
Johnson, Cassie Maness, Stephanie
Holland, Jana Herndon, Jamie
Gibson, Heidi Wilson, Farrah
Beach, Molly Wisehart, Linda.
Stubblefield, Patricia Greer and
Jamie Sanders.
Pictured are children of all ages
chasing Easter eggs during
Saturday's annual Easter Egg Hunt
held in the Murray-Calloway
County Park. The eggs contained
certificates for games, toys and
other prizes.
Next year, Beth Hooks hopes to
take 100 members of "Slippery
When Wet" to the Muscular
Dystrophy Walkathon in Paducah.
The team named for Hooks'favorite
ski boat,is made up of friends,family and co-workers at the Briggs and
Stratton plant in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Michael
Clayton of Murray, are the parents
of a daughter. Kristen Michelle

Clayton, born April 8, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Laurie
Michelle Parrish and a sister is
Tiffany Marie Clayton.
Thirty years ago
A slate of new officers for the
Murray State University Alumni
Association will be inducted at the
annual Alumni Weekend recognition banquet on April 27. George
Long of Benton will take the oath as
president. Fred Schultz, Jr. of
Frankfort will be installed as vice
president. Bill Kopperud of Murray
will take office as president-elect.
Pictured is Mrs. Lou Ann Philpot
who was the guest speaker at the
March meeting of the J.N. Williams
chapter of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy, Mrs. Effie
Vaughn, Mrs. Mary Wells, Mrs.
Charlotte Barker and Mrs. Peggy
Mitchell.
The Calloway County Future
Farmers of America presented honorary degrees to Dwayne Fulkerson,
Will Edd Stokes and Robert
McDaniel at its recent banquet.
Forty years ago
Mrs. Dwight Crisp and Mrs.
Aubrey Hatcher have been named
co-chairmen of the Calloway
County unit of the American Cancer
Society's Educational and Fundraising Crusade. The drive is sponsored by the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Northcott; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Geurin;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Black: and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald E. Driver.
Fifty years ago
Edwin Sholar, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Sholar and a senior at
Murray College High School, has
been granted a scholarship to attend
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tennessee.
Sixty years ago
Elected as officers of the Murray
High School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association were Mrs. JB.
Wilson, Mrs. C.M. Baker, Mrs.
Grayson McClure and Mrs. Gail
Cordrey.

Sexually active women must Arm-to-Arm differences in
be vigilant about protection blood pressure are heart risk
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing to
warn as many other young women
as I can about the dangers of
unprotected sex. I thought I had
met the man of my dreams. 1
knew from the beginning he had
a girlfriend in his hometown, but
he assured me he was breaking
it off, so 1 didn't think twice
about starting
a relationship.
Well, she
moved here
and found out
about us. He
swore to me
that there was
no one else
besides her
and me. We
have now discovered
a
third girl -By Abigail
his roommate
Van Buren
-- with whom
he was involved.
Abby, he used no protection
with any of us. He swore to us
all that he always used it and
was regularly tested for STDs.
Another lie,
Now his former girlfriend thinks
she may have picked up an STD
from him, and we all have to be
tested to ensure we don't have
one.
I now know you can't trust
anything you're being told unless
there's proof. Go with the guy to
get tested and demand to be there
for the results. If you suspect (or
know) he's seeing someone else,
always use protection and insist
he be tested regularly.
All three of us could have
saved our hearts, our bodies and
a lot of turmoil if we hadn't been
so trusting. This has left a lasting impression, and now we wonder whether we will be able to
trust another man again. --AWAITING THE RESULTS
DEAR AWAITING: Your
"boyfriend" was dishonest and
irresponsible. You can't be blamed
for feeling bitter. Now might be

Dear Abby

a good time to re-evaluate whether
premarital sex is worth the
headache and the heartache.
That said, I can't help but wonder how you intended to avoid
infection if you and the man of
your dreams were having unprotected sex.
Please take this sad expenence
as a wake-up call, and schedule
an appointment with your doctor
to discuss all of the consequences
that may result from unprotected
sex in the 21st century. There are
many -- and an inability to trust
is among the least of them. If a
man doesn't protect his partner, then
it's up to her to protect herself - both from pregnancy and from
sexually transmitted diseases,
which are rampant.
NMI*

DEAR ABBY: I recently
bought a new cellphone and was
assigned a number by the cornpany that sold 'it to me. I have
been receiving calls and messages
for the person who had the numher before it was given to me.
While the number of the person_
calling or testing comes up, I do
not know the numbers of all my
friends and associates, so 1 have
been accepting the calls or texts.
At first. I would let the caller
or tester know that the person
he/she was trying to reach no longer
had this number. However, it takes
up my expensive minutes to make
those replies. Am 1 under any
obligation to contact these folks,
or can I just ignore their contuts? -- POLITE IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR POLITE: No rule of
etiquette "compels" you to respond
to these callers and testers. so
consider yourself off the hook.
11141111.411

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother,Pauline Phillips.
Contact Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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By the Associated Press
Roosevelt, who had died on April
Today is Wednesday. April 15. 12, was buried at the Roosevelt
the 105th day of 2015. There are family home in Hyde Park, New
260 days left in the year.
York.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1955, Ray Kroc opened the
On April 15, 1865, President first franchised McDonald's restauAbraham Lincoln died nine hours rant in Des Plaines, Illinois.
after being shot the night before
In 1960, a three-day conferby John Wilkes Booth at Ford's ence to form the Student NonviTheater in Washington; Andrew olent Coordinating Committee
Johnson became the nation's, 17th (SNCC) began at Shaw Universii
president.
ty in Raleigh. North • Carolina:
On this date:
(The group's first chairman was
In 1850, the city of San Fran- Marion Barry.)
cisco was incorporated.
In 1974, members of the SymIn 1945. President Franklin D. bionese Liberation Army held up
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PEANUT-BUTTER TREATS
Dear Heloise: Instead of
scraping the jar for that LAST
BIT OF PEANUT BUTTER, I
stick the jar in the microwave
for a few seconds, allowing the
"dregs" to reach a very soft to
liquid stage. Timing depends on
the amount left in the jar, so
keep an eye on it.
I mix the softened peanut
butter into pancake batter. Even
1 or 2 tablespoons adds noticeable flavor. 1 also
use this mixture to make "poor man's crepes,"
spreading them with a thin layer of jam or jelly.
— Betsy S., Fredericksburg, Va.
Betsy, poor man, rich man, old man, young man
(and gals) — this sounds delicious to me! I make
"peanut-butter milk" by pouring some low-fat milk
into what's left in the jar. I add a teaspoon of
honey and a dash of cinnamon. Add some ice, and
I'm set! — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
TURNIP TROUBLE
Dear Heloise: Once again, I am going to have
to toss a batch of turnip greens! Although I rinsed
and drained them thoroughly, some sand or grit
remained. Do you have any hints for this problem?
— Karen C., Clinton, Miss.
Karen, don't throw out the greens just yet! Washing (really, rinsing, since you don't use soap) turnip
greens can take some time. But they are worth it

when you are eating them along with a slice of
corn bread and a cut-up red, ripe tomato. Fill the
sink or a very large pot with cold water. You should
cut up the greens first, removing the stems and
ribs. Let them soak a short while, then rinse thoroughly to remove all of the grit. Do repeat this
process a few times to get out all of Me sand and
grit. Some folks add a glug or two of vinegar to
the water — they say it helps release the. grit. Sure
can't hurt. Good luck! — Heloise
FREEZING PARSLEY
Dear Heloise: Many recipes I want to try calf
for fresh minced parsley. I hate buying a bunch for
just a couple of teaspoons or tablespoons full.
Now I get one bunch of parsley. I pull the
leaves off and place them, about a cup at a time.
in the mini food chopper. I put them into a section of an ice-cube tray and add cold water to
cover. Once frozen, pop out the cubes and store in
a plastic, zipper-top bag in the freezer. When needed, take out one or two cubes and place them in
a strainer over a cup to thaw. — John C., via
email
COLD DRINKS
Dear Heloise: Whenever I am almost finished
with a 2-liter bottle of soda, I place another one
behind it in the refrigerator. When I finish the first
one, there is another that is cold and ready. —
Arlene in Texas
DRY DISHES
Dear Heloise: Use old. pretty table napkins as
dish-drying towels. They work great on dishes and
stemware, and are easy to wash. — Donna D. in
California
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to check your blood pressure in
the future.
The following diet and lifestyle
changes can help you improve
your heart health:
-- Don't smoke. Talk to your
doctor about available resources
if you need help to quit.
-- Be active. Try' to exercise
at least 30 minutes a day, most
days of the week.
-- Aim for a healthy weight.
If you are overweight, losing just
5 percent to 10 percent of your
starting weight can make a big
difference in your blood pressure.
-- Enliven your diet. Add fruits
and vegetables, whole grains,
unsaturated fat and good protein
(from beans, nuts, fish and poultry). Minimize or avoid processed
foods, salt, refined carbohydrates.
red meat and sugar-sweetened beverages.
-- Drink alcohol in moderanon. Limit yourself to one to two
drinks a day for men, no more
than one a day for women.
-- Ease stress. Exercise. meditation, mindfulness and other techniques can ease stress and take a
load off the heart and arteries.
One study does not typically
change medical practice. Doctors
have not yet started to routinely
check blood pressure in both arms.
Yet, while this study was well done,
like most studies it had some limitations that the doctors conducting the study recognize.
What I think prudent is for
blood pressure in both arms to
be checked in any person who is
at higher risk for heart disease
and stroke. Such risk factors
include high blood pressure, diabetes, high total cholesterol, or
LDL ("bad") cholesterol, smoking, and a parent or sibling who
has atherosclerosis of the arteries
to the heart and brain.
(Dr. Kontaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, AlA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise
a branch of the Hibernia Bank in
San Francisco; a member of the
group was SLA kidnap victim Patricia Hearst, who by this time was
going by the name "Tania" (Hearst
later said she'd been forced to
participate).
In 1985, South Africa said it
would repeal laws prohibiting sex
anii marriage between whites and
ncrn-whites.
,In 1986. the United States
launched an air raid against Libya
in response to the bombing of a
discotheque in Berlin on April 5;
37 people were killed.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: At my
last checkup, the doctor measured
the blood pressure in both of my
arms. Why?
DEAR READER: Your doctor had an important reason: a
big difference between the two
readings. can indicate an increased
risk of cardiovascular disease.
Researchers at Harvard-affiliaced Massachusetts General Hospital
helped show
the
importance
of
measuring
arm -to-arm
differences in
blood pressure.
The
researchers
measured
By
blood presOr, Anthony
sure in both
Komarott
arms in nearly 3,400 adults age 40 or older
with no signs of heart disease.
The average arm-to-arm difference was about five points in
systolic blood pressure (the top
number). About 10 percent of the
study participants had differences
of 10 or more points. Over the
next 13 years, people with armto-arm differences of 10 points
or more were 38 percent more
likely to have a heart attack, stroke
or a related problem than those
with arm-to-arm differences of
fewer than 10 points.
Small differences in blood pressure readings between the right
and left arm are normal. But larger pressure differences may be
caused by artery-clogging plaque.
Having such plaque in the arteries that supply blood to the arms
makes it more likely that arteries
in the heart and brain also have
such plaques, boosting the odds
of having a heart attack or stroke.
If the pressure in one of your
arms is higher, that arm should
be the one upon which your doctor should base any treatments.
That should also be the arm used
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TOYOTA

Every New Toyota
ToyotaCare" Comes With ToyotaCare.
No Cost Service & Roadside'
Toyota's No Cost Maintenance Plan.

YOUR ADVENTURE STARTS HERE
2015 HIGHLANDER ,

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY &
$750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS12
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1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!
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